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Lagrangian cobordism and tropical curves
NICK SHERIDAN AND IVAN SMITH
ABSTRACT: We study a cylindrical Lagrangian cobordism group for Lagrangian torus fibres
in symplectic manifolds which are the total spaces of smooth Lagrangian torus fibrations.
We use ideas from family Floer theory and tropical geometry to obtain both obstructions to
and constructions of cobordisms; in particular, we give examples of symplectic tori in which
the cobordism group has no non-trivial cobordism relations between pairwise distinct fibres,
and ones in which the degree zero fibre cobordism group is a divisible group. The results are
independent of but motivated by mirror symmetry, and a relation to rational equivalence of
0-cycles on the mirror rigid analytic space.
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1 Introduction
1.1 (Non)-existence theorems
Classifying Lagrangian submanifolds of a symplectic manifold (X, ω) up to Hamiltonian isotopy
is a notoriously difficult problem, resolved in only a handful of cases. A coarser equivalence
relation (originally introduced by Arnol’d and systematically studied by Biran and Cornea) is
to ask for the classification up to Lagrangian cobordism. Lagrangian submanifolds L− and L+
of a symplectic manifold (X, ω) are Lagrangian cobordant if there is a Lagrangian submanifold
V ⊂ (C × X, ωC ⊕ ω) which agrees with R− × L− ∪ R+ × L+ outside a compact subset. The
definition extends straightforwardly to a cobordism relation between tuples of Lagrangians
L− and L+ , where the cobordism should fibre over parallel half-lines in a neighbourhood of
negative and positive real infinity.
Without any further constraints, the h-principle implies that Lagrangian cobordism is an es-
sentially topological relation: more precisely, Lagrangian immersions are governed by an h-
principle, and the double points of a Lagrangian immersion may be eliminated (changing the
global topology, and often losing orientability) by Lagrange surgery. If, however, one asks
that the cobordisms be geometrically constrained – monotone, exact or more generally Floer-
theoretically unobstructed – then striking rigidity phenomena appear.
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The planar Lagrangian cobordism group Cob(X/C) is usually defined as the abelian group
Cob(X/C) of formal sums of Lagrangian submanifolds, modulo relations arising from cobor-
disms. However it is natural to consider Lagrangians decorated with certain additional struc-
tures, which are called Lagrangian branes. Specifically, in the language of [Sei00], we assume
c1(X) = 0, fix an ∞-fold Maslov cover L of the oriented Lagrangian Grassmannian of X , and
define a Lagrangian brane to be a Lagrangian equipped with a lift to L. So we define Cob(X/C)
to be the free abelian group of formal sums of Lagrangian branes, modulo relations arising from
cobordisms equipped with brane structures, cf. Section 2.4. Of course the group depends on
the symplectic form ω and the Maslov cover L, but we suppress them from the notation. Note
that our branes come with orientations, so there is a well-defined map Cob(X/C) → Hn(X;Z),
whose kernel we denote by Cob(X/C)hom .
Remark 1.1 There are many possible variations on the data that constitute a brane structure:
(relative) spin structures if one wants to define Floer theory in characteristic not equal to 2,
local systems, bounding cochains. We will be clear which notion of ‘brane’ we are working
with at each stage.
For reasons that will be explained in Section 1.3, in this paper we in fact focus on a variation
called the cylindrical cobordism group, Cob(X/C∗). This is almost the same as the planar
cobordism group, except the relations come from cobordisms in C∗ × X rather than C× X .
We investigate Lagrangian cobordism relations amongst Lagrangian torus fibres of a symplectic
manifold which is the total space of an integrable system. More concretely, let B be an oriented
tropical affine manifold, i.e. one with an atlas of charts whose transition functions belong to
RnoSL(n,Z). Let X(B) = T∗RB/T∗ZB, and equip X(B) with its canonical symplectic form induced
from the exact form on T∗B. Then X(B) is the total space of a Lagrangian torus fibration over
B; let Fb denote the Lagrangian torus fibre over b ∈ B.
Because B is oriented, X(B) comes with a natural homotopy class of holomorphic volume forms
and hence a natural Maslov cover L, and the fibres Fb come with natural brane structures. The
cylindrical Lagrangian cobordism group of fibres in X(B) is the additive group Cobfib(X(B)/C∗)
generated by the branes [Fb], modulo relations arising from cylindrical Lagrangian brane
cobordisms which carry fibres over the ends, cf. Section 2.4.
We start with an existence theorem for such cobordisms. Let B = B(M) = Rn/M · Zn be a
tropical affine torus, for a matrix M ∈ GL(n,R). A polarization on B(M) is a class in H1(T∗ZB)
which defines a symmetric positive definite pairing on H1(B(M);Z) (see Definition 3.8). Recall
that an abelian group G is divisible if n · G = G for every n ∈ Z>0 , i.e. for each g ∈ G one can
solve the equation n · h = g.
Theorem 1.2 (= Corollary 4.16) Suppose B is a tropical affine torus which admits a polar-
ization. Then the group Cobfib(X(B)/C∗)hom is divisible.
For the next result we modify the notion of Lagrangian brane to incorporate an additional
piece of structure: an ω -compatible almost-complex structure JL such that the Lagrangian
brane bounds no JL -holomorphic discs and intersects no JL -holomorphic spheres. We call such
(L, JL) an unobstructed Lagrangian brane, and denote the corresponding cylindrical cobordism
group by Cobunob(X/C∗) (Section 5.4). A fibre Fb of an integrable system has this property, for
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any ω -compatible J , and therefore admits a structure of unobstructed Lagrangian brane. The
condition we call unobstructedness is often called tautological unobstructedness, to distinguish
it from the more general notion of Floer-theoretic unobstructedness (see Remark 1.4).
A tropical k-cycle in a tropical affine manifold B is a weighted, balanced rational polyhedral
complex of dimension k . An effective k-cycle is a tropical subvariety, and an effective 1-cycle
is a tropical curve. Our primary non-existence theorem for cobordisms is:
Theorem 1.3 Suppose B contains no tropical curve. Let L− = (Fb−1 , . . . ,Fb−k ) and L
+ =
(Fb+1 , . . . ,Fb+k ) be pairwise distinct tuples of fibres in X(B) equipped with their natural brane
structures. Then there is no unobstructed cylindrical Lagrangian brane cobordism between L−
and L+ .
We give examples in which the hypothesis holds and the conclusion does not follow for topo-
logical reasons (i.e. a formal / immersed Lagrangian brane cobordism exists). We conjecture,
5.20, that the hypothesis implies that Cobunobfib (X(B)/C∗) ∼= ZB is actually free. For a concrete
class of examples to compare directly with Theorem 1.2, we show that a sufficiently irrational
tropical affine torus which admits no polarization contains no tropical curve.
Remark 1.4 It would be more satisfying if Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 concerned the same notion of
cobordism. We believe that it should be possible to generalize both theorems to versions which
involve the common notion of ‘Floer-theoretically unobstructed’ cobordism, which means that
bounding cochains should be included as part of the brane structure. In particular, we believe it
should be possible to replace ‘unobstructed’ with ‘Floer-theoretically unobstructed’ everywhere
in our proof of Theorem 1.3, although we have not checked this. We also believe, but do
not know how to prove, that the cobordisms we construct in the proof of Theorem 1.2 are
Floer-theoretically unobstructed (it is rather unlikely that they are tautologically unobstructed
in general). Towards this aim, we can arrange that the cobordisms satisfy a “local exactness”
property, cf. Definition 4.4, which precludes the existence of “local” holomorphic discs. We
could also easily arrange that they be preserved set-wise by the anti-symplectic involution
which acts by negation in the fibre directions, which in light of [FOOO17] might help to
prove Floer-theoretic unobstructedness. However in view of our inability to prove that our
cobordisms are actually Floer-theoretically unobstructed, and the additional technical details
that such technology entails, we have decided to work throughout with the simpler notion of
tautological unobstructedness.
1.2 Lagrangian cobordism and tropical Chow
Our main results are based on an analogy between Cobfib(X(B)/C∗) and the ‘tropical Chow
group’ CH0(B). The latter is the quotient of the free abelian group generated by points b ∈ B
by ‘tropical linear equivalence’, which is the equivalence relation arising from tropical curves
in R× B which are asymptotic to the given points near ±∞× B (see Section 3.1 for details).
We aim to construct comparison maps
CH0(B)
// Cobunobfib (X(B)/C∗)oo
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which are inverse to each other. It seems possible that such maps exist in general, in which
case there would be a complete equivalence between Lagrangian cobordism of fibres in X(B)
and tropical linear equivalence of points in B. However we are only able to construct modified
versions of these maps for various technical reasons. We summarize the maps that we are able
to construct in Figure 1.
Lagrangian cobordism
Tropical ChowTrivalent tropical Chow Formal tropical Chow
Unobstructed
Lagrangian cobordism
with separable ends
Formal Lagrangian
cobordism
Figure 1: Cobordism and tropical equivalence relations
The proof of Theorem 1.2 uses a version of the comparison map CH0 → Cob: by showing there
are sufficiently many relations in the tropical Chow group to make it divisible, we conclude that
the same must be true in the Lagrangian cobordism group. The construction of this comparison
map involves building Lagrangian cobordisms from tropical curves, following [Mat, Mik, MRa].
We only build such cobordisms for trivalent tropical curves (see Figure 1 and the explanation
in Section 4), but this suffices for the proof of the theorem.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 uses the partial comparison map in the other direction, Cob→ CH0 :
by showing there are no relations in the tropical Chow group, we conclude that the same must
be true in the Lagrangian cobordism group. We now describe the construction of this map,
which involves building tropical curves in R× B from Lagrangian cobordisms in C∗ × X(B).
The mirror to X(B) is a rigid analytic space Y(B) defined over the universal one-variable
Novikov field Λ = k
((
tR
))
, where k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2. The
Novikov field comes with a non-Archimedean valuation val : Λ∗ → R, and we let UΛ = val−1(0)
denote the unitary subgroup. The points of Y(B) parametrise pairs (Fb, ξ) comprising a fibre of
X(B) and a rank one UΛ -valued local system on Fb ; in particular there is a map val : Y(B)→ B.
The tropicalization of an analytic subvariety in Y(B) is its image in B, which should be a tropical
subvariety of the same dimension.
The mirror to C∗ is the rigid analytic space Gm with underlying set Λ∗ , and the mirror to
C∗ × X(B) is Gm × Y(B). Given an unobstructed Lagrangian brane cobordism V ⊂ C∗ × X(B),
there is a corresponding “family Floer sheaf” over Gm × Y(B) [Abo14], whose support is an
analytic subvariety EV ⊂ Gm × Y(B). The tropical curve in R × B associated to V is the
tropicalization of the union of one-dimensional irreducible components of EV . In order to
show it has the desired form near infinity, we need to assume that V has ‘separable ends’ (see
Figure 1 and Section 5.7 for explanation). This is satisfied a fortiori in the setting of Theorem
1.3, where the ends are assumed to be distinct.
Remark 1.5 Let V ′ be a cobordism which is the surgery of a cobordism V with a compact
Lagrangian S1r × B, where S1r ⊂ C∗ is a circle fibre and B ⊂ X(B) is the zero-section. Suppose
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furthermore that V ′ is unobstructed (this will not hold in general). Then we might expect the
support of EV′ to be the union of the support of EV with the subvariety {tr}×Y(B) ⊂ Gm×Y(B).
So the tropicalization of V ′ would be the union of the tropicalization of V with the hyperplane
{r} × B, and have mixed dimension. However, because we only take the tropicalization of the
union of one-dimensional irreducible components, the tropical curves associated to V and V ′
are the same: the tropical curve does not ‘see’ the irrelevant additional component introduced
by the surgery.
Remark 1.6 Our results apply just as well when the canonical symplectic form ωcan on X(B)
is replaced with a symplectic form ωα = ωcan + p∗α for a closed 2-form α representing a non-
zero class in H2(B;R) (cf. Remark 2.4). Then (X(B), ωα) admits the structure of a Lagrangian
fibration but may have no Lagrangian section, so a mirror “space” will have no structure sheaf:
it is a non-commutative deformation of Y(B), realised in [Abo14] by a gerbe on Y(B). The non-
commutative space still has a covering by affinoid domains, and one can define the analogue
of a coherent sheaf and the tropicalization of its support.
We point out that, since we have not incorporated spin structures into our Lagrangian brane
structures, we can only define Lagrangian Floer theory over a field of characteristic 2. How-
ever, recall that we envision a more satisfactory version of our results where ‘tautological
unobstructedness’ is replaced by ‘Floer-theoretic unobstructedness’ (cf. Remark 1.4). This en-
tails replacing the counts of pseudoholomorphic strips in the definition of the Floer differential
with ‘virtual’ counts, which in general may have denominators to account for finite symmetry
groups of sphere bubbles, and therefore not be defined in a field of characteristic 6= 0. How-
ever we observe that the symplectic manifolds X(B) are spherically positive (all holomorphic
spheres are constant), so the virtual counts have no denominators in this case [FOOO13]; in
particular Remark 1.4 makes sense!
We believe it should be possible to generalize Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 to versions where the
notion of Lagrangian brane incorporates additional data so that Floer theory can be defined
over a Novikov field in arbitrary characteristic. Specifically, the additional data would be a lift
of the principal SO(n)-bundle of oriented orthonormal frames on our Lagrangian to a principal
Spin(n)×Z/2 UΛ -bundle (a spin structure together with a unitary local system is a special case
of this structure). Indeed, this would require essentially no change to the proof of Theorem
1.3, but the proof of Theorem 1.2 would require some more work. Specifically, we would need
to endow our tropical Lagrangians with this more general notion of a brane structure: the data
required to do this is a phase-tropical structure on our tropical curves (cf. [Mik06]), and we
have not worked out the details.
1.3 Cobordism and rational equivalence
We now explain the conjectural mirror relationship between cylindrical cobordism groups of
fibres and rational equivalence of 0-cycles, and how this motivates our results.
For any analytic variety Y , a 0-cycle is a finite formal linear combination of points of Y ; two
0-cycles Z0,Z∞ are rationally equivalent if there is a 1-cycle Σ ⊂ P1 × Y dominant over P1
whose fibres over 0,∞ ∈ P1 (counted with multiplicity) are Σ0,Σ∞ . (More precisely, this
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geometric relationship generates the equivalence relation of rational equivalence.) The Chow
group CH0(Y) is the group of rational equivalence classes of 0-cycles on Y .
Now suppose that X and Y are homologically mirror. Using the language of Sylvan [Syl],
the mirror to P1 is the partially wrapped Fukaya category Wσ(C∗), where the cylinder C∗
is equipped with a single ‘stop’ on each ideal boundary component. Therefore the mirror to
P1×Y is Wσ×X(C∗×X). A cobordism with one negative and one positive end can naturally be
considered as an object of the latter category, and therefore is mirror to an object of DbCoh(P1×
Y), which can be considered as a ‘family of objects of DbCoh(Y) parametrized by P1 ’. This is
a hint that cylindrical cobordism should bear some mirror relation with rational equivalence,
which is one of the main reasons we study cylindrical (rather than, e.g., planar) cobordism.1
More precisely, we expect that Cobunob(X/C∗) should be mirror to K(Y), the Grothendieck
group of coherent sheaves on Y ; and in accordance with the SYZ conjecture we expect that
Cobunobfib (X(B)/C∗) should be mirror to the subgroup of K(Y(B)) generated by coherent sheaves
with 0-dimensional support, which is isomorphic to CH0(Y(B)). We elaborate on this circle of
ideas in Section 6, and give further evidence for our expectations by constructing a comparison
map between cylindrical Lagrangian cobordism and the Grothendieck group of the category of
proper modules over the Fukaya category, cf. Proposition 6.2.
Now we state the theorems about Chow groups which motivate our main results. Let CH0(Y)hom
denote the group of homologically trivial 0-cycles, i.e. the kernel of the natural degree map
deg : CH0(Y)→ Z.
The following should be compared to Theorems 1.2 and 1.3:
Proposition 1.7 Let Y be an analytic variety.
(1) If Y is algebraic over an algebraically closed field, then CH0(Y)hom is divisible.
(2) If Y contains no curve, then CH0(Y) is free.
Proof The first statement is completely general, see [Blo76, Lemma 1.3] or [Ful98, Exercise
1.6.6]. Given two points p, q of an algebraic variety Y (over any algebraically closed field k),
one can find a smooth curve C over k and a morphism f : C → Y whose image contains both
p and q. There is a push-forward map CH∗(C) → CH∗(Y). On the Jacobian Pic0(C), the line
bundle O(p−q) is divisible by ` for any `, so one can take a divisor D` on C with the property
that ` ·D` ' (p− q). Pushing forward this relation shows that [p− q] ∈ CH0(Y)hom is arbitrarily
divisible, and such elements generate the group of degree zero 0-cycles.
For the second statement, any non-trivial relation between 0-cycles would come from a curve
on P1 × Y . The projection of any component of this curve to Y must be constant, hence the
curve is a union of P1×{pt} cycles, which implies that it yielded a trivial relation in the Chow
group.
1We remark that more generally, a cobordism with m negative and n positive ends corresponds to a
family of objects parametrized by P1m,n . On the other hand, a planar cobordism with n ends corresponds
to an object of Wσ×X(C× X) where σ consists of n stops in the ideal boundary of C – this corresponds
to a generalized n-triangle in the Fukaya category. So while there is reason to hope that planar or
cylindrical cobordism might generate all relations in the Grothendieck group of the Fukaya category,
planar cobordism does not reflect the geometry of rational equivalence on the mirror in the same way.
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We remark that a general rigid analytic torus of dimension n contains no analytic subvariety
of dimension 6= 0, n, cf. [FvdP04, Ex. 6.6.5].
We are able to make the relation between cylindrical cobordism and rational equivalence pre-
cise under certain hypotheses. We prove that the support of the family Floer sheaf EV com-
pactifies to define an analytic subvariety of (P1)an × Y(B). We deduce, cf. Corollary 6.11, that
if V ⊂ C∗ × X(B) is an unobstructed Lagrangian cobordism with distinct ends, i.e. between
tuples of pairwise distinct Lagrangian fibres (Fb−1 , . . . ,Fb−k ) and (Fb+1 , . . . ,Fb+k ), then the effec-
tive, reduced 0-cycles
∑k
j=1[b
−
j ] and
∑k
j=1[b
+
j ] on Y(B) are rationally equivalent. In particular,
the northeast arrow in Figure 1 factors through the Chow group CH0(Y(B)) (strictly speaking,
we have only proved this if ‘separable ends’ is replaced by ‘distinct ends’).
We take up this circle of ideas in the context of K3 surfaces in a separate paper [SS].
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2 Cobordism preliminaries
2.1 Tropical affine manifolds
Recall that the group Rn o GL(n,Z) acts on Rn by affine automorphisms, m 7→ Am + b.
Definition 2.1 A tropical affine manifold is a smooth manifold equipped with an atlas with
transition functions in Rn o GL(n,Z).
Example 2.2 Associated to a matrix M ∈ GL(n,R) we have a tropical affine manifold B(M) :=
Rn/(M · Zn). We call such a manifold a tropical affine torus.
A tropical affine manifold B comes equipped with a subsheaf AffB ⊂ C∞B of the sheaf of smooth
functions on B, consisting of those functions which are affine-linear with integer slope in any
coordinate chart. In fact, the structure of a tropical affine manifold is completely determined
by the data of this subsheaf.
A tropical affine manifold B comes equipped with a sub-bundle T∗ZB ⊂ T∗B consisting of
the differentials of affine functions with integer slope; and also with a sub-bundle TZB ⊂ TB
consisting of those tangent vectors on which all elements of T∗ZB evaluate to integers. These
are both local systems of free abelian groups of rank n.
Definition 2.3 A tropical affine map between tropical affine manifolds B1 and B2 is a smooth
map B1 → B2 which is affine with integer linear part in any choice of affine charts.
Note that a map f : B1 → B2 is tropical affine if and only if f ∗(AffB2) ⊂ AffB1 .
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2.2 Albanese and Picard varieties
Let B be a tropical affine manifold. Given a one-chain γ in B, there is an integration map
(1)
∫
γ
: H0(T∗ZB)→ R.
In the case that γ is closed, we obtain a pairing∫
: H0(T∗ZB)⊗ H1(B;Z)→ R,
which is analogous to the integration pairing between holomorphic differential 1-forms and
1-cycles on a complex manifold. We define the tropical Albanese variety
Alb(B) := Hom(H0(T∗ZB),R)/H1(B;Z),
and the tropical Picard variety2
Pic0(B) := Hom(H1(B;Z),R)/H0(T∗ZB).
In general it is not clear that these topological spaces will even be manifolds. However when
the integration pairing is a perfect pairing (after tensoring with R), they come equipped with
natural structures of tropical affine tori. This is the case, for example, when B is itself a tropical
affine torus.
Let C0(B) denote the free abelian group generated by points of B, and C˜0(B) the kernel of the
map C0(B)→ Z summing the coefficients of the points. Then we have a well-defined map
alb : C˜0(B)→ Alb(B)
alb(a)(α) :=
∫
γ
α, where ∂γ = a.
In particular, given a basepoint b0 ∈ B, we obtain a tropical affine map
alb : B→ Alb(B)
alb(b) := alb(b− b0).
called the tropical Albanese map. If B is a tropical affine torus, then it is an isomorphism.
We observe that any tropical affine map f : B1 → B2 induces tropical affine maps
f∗ : Alb(B1)→ Alb(B2),
f ∗ : Pic0(B2)→ Pic0(B1),
and f∗ respects the tropical Albanese map in the obvious sense.
2.3 Lagrangian torus fibrations
Let p : (X, ω)→ B be a completely integrable system, i.e. a smooth Lagrangian torus fibration.
We then have action-angle co-ordinates on X , and the action co-ordinates on the base B endow
it with the structure of a tropical affine manifold.
2Following [MZ08, Section 5], the Picard variety is the connected component of the identity in the
Picard group Pic(B) := H1(AffB), which is the kernel of the ‘tropical Chern character map’ H1(AffB) →
H1(T∗ZB), as one sees using the long exact sequence of sheaf cohomology groups associated to the short
exact sequence of sheaves 0→ R→ Aff → T∗Z → 0.
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There may exist several Lagrangian torus fibrations p : (X, ω) → B inducing the same tropical
affine structure on B. However there is a canonical one, which is characterized by the property
that it admits a Lagrangian section. It is symplectomorphic to X(B) := T∗B/T∗ZB equipped with
the symplectic form ωcan inherited from the canonical exact symplectic form on T∗B. See
Remark 2.4 for a discussion of the other ones.
Let us recall how the action co-ordinates are constructed. We define Fb := p−1(b) to be the
torus fibre over b ∈ B. For any path γ : [0, 1]→ B, we have the flux homomorphism
ϕγ : H1(Fγ(0);Z)→ R
given by integrating ωcan over the two-cycle ‘swept out’ by a one-cycle in Fγ(0) over γ . Keeping
b0 = γ(0) fixed and allowing b = γb(1) to vary, we obtain a function fa(b) = ϕγb(a) for each
a ∈ H1(Fb0 ;Z). We declare AffB ⊂ C∞B to be the subsheaf of all such functions fa : this defines
the tropical affine structure on B.
We observe that there is an identification H1(Fb;Z) ∼= T∗Z,b under which a corresponds to dfa .
The flux homomorphism ϕγ corresponds, via this identification, to the integration map∫
γ
: T∗Z,γ(0) → R
(which extends the covector over γ(0) to one over γ by parallel transport, then integrates it).
Let us now suppose that B is a tropical affine torus, so that the fibration p : X(B) → B is
trivial. This means we can identify H1(Fb;Z) ∼= H1(F;Z) for all b without ambiguity; so for any
one-cycle γ in B we obtain a flux homomorphism
ϕγ : H1(F;Z)→ R.
This coincides, via the identification H1(F;Z) ∼= H0(T∗ZB), with the integration map (1).
Remark 2.4 Lagrangan torus fibrations p : (X, ω) → B locally modeled on (X(B), ωcan) can
be glued together with fibrewise translations by closed one-forms modulo integral ones. The
sheaf of such is isomorphic, via the exterior derivative, to C∞/Aff , so Lagrangian torus fibra-
tions are classified up to symplectomorphism by a class in Hˇ1(B;C∞/Aff) ∼= Hˇ2(B; Aff). The
diffeomorphism type of the torus fibration is captured by the image of this class under the
map d : Hˇ1(B;C∞/Aff)→ Hˇ1(B; Ω1/T∗Z). This can be identified with the map d : Hˇ2(B; Aff)→
Hˇ2(B;T∗ZB), whose kernel can be identified with Hˇ
2(B;R)/Hˇ1(B;T∗ZB) by the long exact se-
quence associated to the short exact sequence
0→ R→ Aff d−→ T∗Z → 0.
It follows that the set of symplectomorphism classes of Lagrangian torus fibrations with a fixed
diffeomorphism type is a torsor for H2(B;R)/H1(B;T∗ZB): indeed we can change the symplectic
form by
ω 7→ ω + p∗α
where α is a closed real 2-form on B representing a class in H2dR(B;R)/H1(B;T∗ZB).
2.4 Lagrangian cobordism
Let (X, ω) be a closed symplectic manifold equipped with an ∞-fold Maslov cover L of the ori-
ented Lagrangian Grassmannian (in the sense of [Sei00]). A Lagrangian brane is a Lagrangian
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submanifold L ⊂ X equipped with a grading (i.e., a lift to L). Fix tuples L− = (L−1 , . . . ,L−r )
and L+ = (L+1 , . . . ,L
+
s ) of Lagrangian branes; these need not be pairwise distinct either within
or between the two collections. A planar cobordism between L− and L+ is a Lagrangian brane
V ⊂ (C× X, ωC ⊕ ω)
which has cylindrical ends: outside a compact subset, it co-incides with the union of product
Lagrangian branes
r⊔
i=1
(−∞,−1]× {x−i } × L−i unionsq
s⊔
j=1
[1,∞)× {x+j } × L+j
for pairwise distinct real numbers {x−i } and pairwise distinct real numbers {x+j }. We will refer
to the {x±i } as the negative and positive heights of the cobordism. (By convention, positive
heights are ordered by increasing x+j whilst negative heights are ordered by decreasing x
−
j , to
reflect the direction of the Reeb flow on the ideal circle boundary of C.) The projection of V
to C co-incides with a collection of parallel horizontal lines near each of positive and negative
real infinity. We will call these the ends of V , and will say the Lagrangian brane L−i or L
+
j is
carried by the corresponding end. If a single Lagrangian brane L ⊂ X is carried by k distinct
(positive resp. negative) ends, we say that L has multiplicity k (at positive resp. negative
infinity).
Remark 2.5 Planar Lagrangian cobordism was introduced by Arnol’d [Arn80a, Arn80b] and
has been studied by a number of authors: non-exhaustively, [Aud85] treats the underlying
topological aspects; [BC13, BC14] study Floer theoretic rigidity; [Hau15] computes the cobor-
dism group of T2 . There is a related but distinct notion of “Lagrangian cobordism between
Legendrian submanifolds of a contact manifold”, also much studied – see e.g. [Cha10, BST15]
and references therein – which in general yields an asymmetric relation on Legendrians, and
which is not our focus here.
Given the same initial data (X,L−,L+), a cylindrical cobordism between L− and L+ is a La-
grangian brane
V ⊂ (C∗ × X, ωC∗ ⊕ ω)
which should be asymptotically cylindrical, so its projection to C∗ should co-incide outside a
compact set with a union of radial lines near both 0 and ∞ in C∗ , carrying L− and L+ respec-
tively, cf. Figure 2. (Fixing the co-ordinate z = reiθ on C∗ , the symplectic form ωC∗ = dr ∧ dθ
and we fix the ∞-fold Maslov covering of C∗ defined by the volume form dz; equivalently, we
view C∗ = X(R) and follow the general conventions of Section 2.5. The brane structures for
cylindrical cobordisms are then defined with respect to product data.) Note that in this case, a
relatively compact subset of the cobordism may separate the cylinder. Analogous to heights of
the ends of a planar cobordism, the angular parameters of these lines will be the arguments of
a cylindrical cobordism.
Remark 2.6 Planar (respectively cylindrical) cobordism is naturally a relation on ordered
(resp. cyclically ordered) tuples of Lagrangian branes, but we will not keep track of this
information.
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L−
L+V
Figure 2: A cylindrical cobordism with three negative ends and one positive end.
Example 2.7 For any Lagrangian brane L ⊂ X , we have L[1] = −L in the (cylindrical or
planar) Lagrangian cobordism group. This relation is realized by the cobordism V = γ × L
where γ is a path with two negative and no positive ends. As a consequence we have L[2] = L.
Example 2.8 For disjoint Lagrangian branes L1 and L2 in X , we have L1unionsqL2 = L1 +L2 in the
(cylindrical or planar) Lagrangian cobordism group. This relation is realized by the cobordism
V = γ1 × L1 unionsq γ2 × L2 , where γi are paths that are parallel and distinct near negative real
infinity, and coincide near positive real infinity.
Any planar cobordism gives rise to a cylindrical one by quotienting C by a large imaginary
translation. Therefore we have a well-defined map
Cob(X/C)→ Cob(X/C∗),
but not one in the reverse direction because Cob(X/C∗) has additional relations from cobor-
disms which wrap the cylinder non-trivially.
Finally, it is sometimes enlightening to enhance our notion of Lagrangian brane to include
a UΛ -local system. All the definitions stay the same: in particular cobordisms should come
equipped with local systems as part of their brane structure, which restrict to the local systems
over the ends. We will denote the resulting version of cylindrical cobordism by Cobloc(X/C∗).
One reason this is a useful thing to do is that the points of the rigid analytic space Y(B) mirror
to a Lagrangian torus fibration X(B) correspond precisely to fibres of X(B) equipped with UΛ -
local systems: so there is a one-to-one correspondence between generators of Coblocfib (X(B)/C∗)
and CH0(Y(B)).
2.5 The Albanese map on cobordism
Let B be an oriented tropical affine manifold. The orientation on B determines a canonical
∞-fold Maslov cover L of the oriented Lagrangian Grassmannian of X = X(B), which we now
describe. For any ω -compatible almost-complex structure J on X , there is a canonical choice
of J -holomorphic volume form ηJ ∈ Ωn,0(X): if b1, . . . , bn are oriented local affine coordinates
on B, we define
(2) ηJ := (dcb1 + idb1) ∧ . . . ∧ (dcbn + idbn).
If V ⊂ TX is an oriented Lagrangian subspace, we define θV ∈ S1 by ηJ|V = eiθV · vol where vol
is an oriented volume form on V . A grading for V is a lift of θV to θ#V ∈ R. The space of all
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graded oriented Lagrangian subspaces forms the desired Maslov cover L. Since the space of
ω -compatible almost-complex structures is contractible, it does not matter which J we choose.
If i : L→ X is an oriented Lagrangian immersion, we obtain a phase function θL : L→ S1 by
i∗ηJ = eiθL · vol
where vol ∈ Ωn(L) is an oriented volume form. A grading for L is a lift of θL to θ#L : L → R.
A Lagrangian brane is equivalent to an oriented Lagrangian submanifold equipped with a
grading. If the phase function θL ∈ R/2Z is constant, we say L is special Lagrangian of phase
θL with respect to J .
The orientation of B endows a Lagrangian torus fibre Fb with a natural orientation via the
isomorphism H1(Fb;Z) ∼= T∗ZB. Examination of (2) shows that Fb , equipped with its natural
orientation, is special Lagrangian of phase 0 with respect to any J . Thus Fb admits a natural
brane structure: we will abuse notation by denoting this Lagrangian brane also by Fb .
Definition 2.9 We define Cobfib(X/C∗) to be the free abelian group generated by Lagrangian
torus fibres equipped with brane structures, modulo the equivalence relation generated by
Lagrangian brane cobordisms, all of whose ends are fibres.
Note that there is a map
Cobfib(X/C∗)→ Cob(X/C∗)
which is surjective onto the subgroup generated by fibres, however it need not be an isomor-
phism onto this subgroup.
We recall that Cobfib(X/C∗)hom ⊂ Cobfib(X/C∗) denotes the homologically-trivial subgroup.
Lemma 2.10 There is a well-defined map
alb : Cobfib(X/C∗)hom → Alb(B), sending
[Fb]− [Fa] 7→ alb(b− a).
Proof Suppose V ⊂ C∗×X is a Lagrangian brane cobordism with ends L+ = {Fbi , i = 1, . . . , k}
and L− = {Fai , i = 1, . . . , k}. We must show that alb
(∑
i(bi − ai)
)
= 0.
By altering the ends of V we can arrange that they all terminate on a single fibre {z} × X
(at the cost of making V immersed rather than embedded). Let γ be a one-chain in B with
∂γ =
∑
i(bi − ai). Let W = {z} × γ × F be the corresponding (n + 1)-chain in C∗ × X . Putting
it together with V we get a closed (n + 1)-cycle V + W in C∗ × X .
Let us denote by
prp,q : Hp+q(X)→ Hp(B)⊗ Hq(F)
the projection arising from the Ku¨nneth decomposition of the homology of X ∼= B × F . We
define β ∈ H1(B) to be the class such that
pr1,n(piX)∗(V + W) = β × [F].
We will prove that
alb
(∑
i
bi −
∑
i
ai
)
= ϕβ,
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from which it follows that the image in Alb(B) vanishes.
To prove this, let α be a one-cycle representing a homology class in H1(F). Consider the two-
cycle u = (V + W) t (C∗ × [B] × α) (perturbing to make the intersection transverse). We
decompose u into chains uV ⊂ V and uW ⊂ W having a common boundary. Now observe that
alb
(∑
i
bi −
∑
i
ai
)
(α) = ϕγ(α)
=
∫
uW
ωX (since uW is the two-cycle swept by α over γ)
=
∫
uW
ωC∗ ⊕ ωX (since piC∗(W) = {z})
=
∫
u
ωC∗ ⊕ ωX (since ωC∗ ⊕ ωX|V = 0)
=
∫
u
ωX (since ωC∗ is exact and u is closed)
=
∫
(piX)∗((V+W)tC∗×[B]×α)
ωX (by definition of u)
=
∫
(piX)∗(V+W)t[B]×α
ωX
=
∫
β×α
ωX
= ϕβ(α).
The penultimate line follows because ωX vanishes on H2(B)⊗H0(F) (because the zero-section
B is Lagrangian) and on H0(B)⊗H2(F) (because the fibre F is Lagrangian), so the integral only
picks up the component in H1(B)⊗ H1(F). It is clear that if pr1,n(η) = β × [F], then
pr1,1(η t [B]× α) = β × α,
and the claim follows.
This completes the proof that alb
(∑
bi −
∑
ai
)
= ϕβ , which shows that the map is well-
defined.
Remark 2.11 There is an analogue of the Albanese map incorporating UΛ -local systems,
which fits into a commutative diagram
Coblocfib (X/C∗)hom
albloc //

Y(Alb(B))

Cobfib(X/C∗)hom
alb // Alb(B),
where the left vertical map forgets the local system and the right vertical map is a non-
Archimedean SYZ fibration (see Section 5.2).
Remark 2.12 Suppose (X, ω) is integral, meaning that [ω] ∈ H2(X;Z), and let L ↪→ X be a
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Lagrangian immersion. For j ≤ n/2, Reznikov [Rez97] introduced3 a map
ηj : ker(H2j−1(L;Z)→ H2j−1(X;Z))→ R/Z
given by integrating ωj over a bounding chain in X for an element of the domain; since [ω]
has integral periods, the integral is well-defined in the quotient R/Z. If L = unionsqkLk is the
collection of boundary components of a planar Lagrangian cobordism V ⊂ C × X , the map ηj
vanishes on the subgroup ker(H2j−1(L) → H2j−1(V)), which gives further flux-type constraints
on cobordisms. Note that in general ωcan is not an integral class on X(B).
Remark 2.13 Lemma 2.10 can also be compared with the ‘Lagrangian Menelaus theorem’
[Mik, Proposition 4.6].
2.6 An illustrative example
The simplest non-product Lagrangian cobordisms arise as the suspensions of Hamiltonian iso-
topies. Cobordisms with more interesting global topology (e.g. which are not concordances)
may be obtained from Lagrange surgery.
Let (X, ω) be symplectic and L t L′ = {p1, . . . , pk} be a pair of transverse Lagrangian branes
which meet transversely at k points. Suppose that the pi have the same Maslov index; shift-
ing one grading if necessary, we can assume all the intersections have Maslov index +1. A
Lagrange surgery L#L′ of L and L′ is given by adding Lagrange 1-handles at each of the pi .
Despite the notation, it is well-defined up to Hamiltonian isotopy only when k = 1. In general,
there is a (bounded) neck parameter i ∈ (0, δi) at each pi which governs the geometry of the
Lagrange handle, and the Hamiltonian isotopy class of the surgery (L#L′)(1,...,k) depends on
the values of the i up to common rescaling.
Lemma 2.14 Let B be a tropical affine torus and suppose a, b, c, d ∈ B lie on a circle C ⊂ B
of rational slope, with a + b = c + d . Then [Fa] + [Fb] = [Fc] + [Fd] ∈ Cob(X(B)/C).
Proof We start by considering the one-dimensional case B = C = S1 . Then the Lagrangian
torus fibration p : X(B)→ B can be identified with the map R2/Z2 → R/Z sending (x, y) 7→ x.
The circle L = {y = 0} meets the parallel circles Fa = {x = a} and Fb = {x = b} once
each. The result of Lagrange surgery at the two intersection points depends up to Hamiltonian
isotopy only on the sum a + b. The trace of Lagrange surgery yields a cobordism in C × X(B)
by [BC13], giving a relation
[Fa] + [Fb] = [L] + [Fa #L #Fb]
in Cob(X(B)/C). There is a symmetrical relation involving Fc and Fd ; and the hypothesis
a + b = c + d yields a Hamiltonian isotopy ψt : Fa#L#Fb ' Fc#L#Fd , whose trace can also
be realised by a cobordism. In higher dimensions, the preimage p−1(U) of a neighbourhood
U of C ⊂ B is symplectomorphic to X(C) × Dn−1 × Tn−1 , where Dn−1 is a small disk. The
desired cobordism is then the product of the cobordism in the one-dimensional case with a
trivial factor {0} × Tn−1 .
3Thanks to Jonny Evans for drawing Reznikov’s work to our attention.
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Fa
Fb
V
Fc
Fd
V ′ψt
L
L
Fa#L#Fb
Fc#L#Fd
Figure 3: A cylindrical cobordism Fa unionsq Fb ' Fc unionsq Fd with Lagrange surgeries over V,V ′ and ψt :
Fa#L#Fb ' Fc#L#Fd a Hamiltonian isotopy.
Corollary 2.15 In the situation of Lemma 2.14, if a + b = c + d , then there is a cylindrical
Lagrangian brane cobordism between Fa unionsq Fb and Fc unionsq Fd .
Proof To concatenate the cobordisms described in the proof of Lemma 2.14, the strands car-
rying the Lagrangian L would have to cross in C, yielding a globally immersed cobordism.
Over C∗ , one can wrap one strand around the cylinder to obtain an embedded cobordism, cf.
Figure 3.
Remark 2.16 There cannot be a planar cobordism V between Fa unionsqFb and Fc unionsqFd ; otherwise
one would find, by considering the continuation isomorphisms associated to isotopies of La-
grangian submanifolds γ × Fa ⊂ C × X(B) coming from isotopies of appropriate arcs γ as in
[BC13, Lemma 4.4.1] (cf. also Section 6.2) that
HF(V,Fa) = HF(Fa ⊕ Fb,Fa) = HF(Fc ⊕ Fd,Fa)
but one of these is HF(Fa,Fa) 6= 0 and the other is 0, if {c, d} 6= {a, b}.
Remark 2.17 For λ ∈ UΛ , let ξλ → S1 denote the rank one local system with holonomy λ.
Suppose a, b, c, d all lie on the line {y = 0} ⊂ E = S1 and satisfy a+ b = c+ d . Suppose we fix
elements λ• ∈ UΛ , • ∈ {a, b, c, d}, which furthermore satisfy λa · λb = λc · λd . Then there is an
identity
[Fa, ξλa] + [Fb, ξλb] = [Fc, ξλc] + [Fd, ξλd ] ∈ Coblocfib (X(E)/C∗).
This relation arises by taking surgery with the circle L arising in Lemma 2.14, where L is
equipped with the trivial local system.
In the situation of Lemma 2.14 and Corollary 2.15, the pairs of points {a, b} and {c, d} define
tropically linearly equivalent divisors on the tropical elliptic curve C ⊂ B. We will subse-
quently construct cylindrical Lagrangian brane cobordisms realising any (effective) tropical
linear equivalence given by a trivalent tropical curve.
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3 Tropical curves
3.1 Chow group
If B is a compact tropical affine manifold, we recall that a tropical k-cycle V ⊂ B is a weighted
balanced rational polyhedral complex of pure dimension k (see [Mik06, Section 4], [AR10,
MRb]).4 The cycle is called effective if all weights are positive; an effective tropical k-cycle is
also called a k-dimensional tropical subvariety.
Two tropical k-cycles V+,V− ⊂ B are called linearly equivalent if there exists a tropical (k+ 1)-
cycle V ⊂ B×R which coincides with V±×R over some neighbourhood of ±∞ in the R factor.
We will say that two k-dimensional tropical subvarieties are effectively linearly equivalent if the
same holds with a (k + 1)-dimensional tropical subvariety V .
Definition 3.1 We define the tropical Chow group CHk(B) to be the free abelian group gen-
erated by k-dimensional tropical subvarieties in B modulo effective linear equivalence.
Remark 3.2 The tropical Chow group is usually defined in the literature to be the free abelian
group generated by tropical k-cycles modulo linear equivalence [Mik06, AR10, MRb, MS15].
These two groups in general do not coincide (see Remark 3.16); it is the version in Definition
3.1 that is most relevant to our paper.
It is straightforward to check that the degree map
deg : CH0(B)→ Z
deg
(∑
p
np · [p]
)
:=
∑
p
np
is well-defined, as a consequence of the balancing condition. We denote its kernel by CH0(B)hom .
3.2 Parametrized tropical curves
We will be most interested in tropical curves in B, which are one-dimensional tropical subvari-
eties V ⊂ B. A tropical curve is equivalent to a graph (possibly with semi-infinite edges) which
is properly embedded in B, so that each edge E is a tropical submanifold of B. Each edge E is
equipped with a weight wE ∈ N, and the balancing condition∑
Ei→v
wEi · ui = 0
is satisfied at each vertex v: here the sum is over all edge-ends incident to v, and ui is the
generator of TZEi at v pointing ‘into’ Ei .
We now recall the notions of abstract and parametrized tropical curves (see [Mik05]).
Definition 3.3 An abstract tropical curve C is a graph with semi-infinite edges, each vertex
of which has finite valency, equipped with a tropical affine structure on each edge. The semi-
infinite edges are required to have infinite ‘length’.
4We will assume that our polyhedral complexes are locally, but not necessarily globally, finite.
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Note that a tropical affine structure on a one-manifold determines a Riemannian metric dx2 ,
where dx is a generator of T∗Z ; this is the notion of ‘length’ referred to in the definition.
Sometimes we will drop the ‘abstract’, when we feel no confusion can result.
Definition 3.4 A parametrized tropical curve in B is a tropical curve C equipped with a contin-
uous map h : C→ B whose restriction to each edge E is tropical affine, satisfying the balancing
condition ∑
Ei→v
dh(zi) = 0,
at each vertex v of C , where zi is the generator of TZEi at v pointing ‘into’ Ei , and the sum is
over all edge-ends incident to v.
The image of a parametrized tropical curve is a tropical curve in B: the weight assigned to E
is the unique positive integer wE such that dh(zE) = wE · uE , where zE is a generator of TZE
and uE is a primitive vector in TZB. Conversely, any tropical curve in B admits a canonical
parametrization.
Associated to a tropical curve C we have a subsheaf Aff ⊂ C0(C) of the sheaf of continuous
functions, consisting of all functions f which are affine when restricted to each edge E and
satisfy ∑
Ei→v
df (zi) = 0
at each vertex. We observe that a continuous map h : C → B determines a parametrized
tropical curve if and only if h∗(AffB) ⊂ AffC .
There is also a sheaf T∗ZC , which is the quotient of AffC by the constant functions.
3.3 Pushforward
The tropical Chow group also makes sense for an abstract tropical curve C . A tropical divisor
in C is simply a finite integer linear combination
∑
p np · p of points p ∈ C; and this tropical
divisor is called principal if there exists a continuous function f on C , affine away from the
points p at which np 6= 0, and which ‘increases slope by np ’ as we cross a point p (see [MZ08,
Section 4] for the precise definition). We define CH0(C) as the quotient of the group of tropical
divisors by the principal ones.
If
∑
p np ·p is a principal tropical divisor associated to a continuous function f and h : C→ B is
a parametrized tropical curve, then the tropical 0-cycle
∑
p np ·f (p) vanishes in CH0(B). Indeed,
we define an abstract tropical curve C′ by attaching semi-infinite edges Ep ∼= R≥0 to C at each
point p. We then define a ‘graph’ parametrized tropical curve h′ : C′ → R× B by setting
h′(c) = (f (c), h(c)) for c ∈ C ⊂ C′
h′(t) = (f (p)− np · t, h(p)) for t ∈ Ep.
The corresponding image tropical curve induces the desired linear equivalence (in fact, it is
easy to see that every linear equivalence between tropical 0-cycles in B is induced by this
construction for some parametrized tropical curve h : C → B). See [AR10, Construction 3.3]
for the ‘tropical graph cobordism’ construction, as well as [Mik06] where it is called the ‘full
graph’.
The upshot is that there is a pushforward map h∗ : CH0(C)→ CH0(B).
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3.4 Jacobian variety
We now recall the definition of the Jacobian variety of an abstract tropical curve, as well as the
tropical Abel–Jacobi map, following [MZ08, Section 6].
The integration pairing makes perfect sense on an abstract tropical curve C , and in fact is
perfect (after tensoring with R): thus we can define tropical affine tori Alb(C) and Pic0(C)
as above. Furthermore, since a parametrized tropical curve h : C → B determines maps h∗ :
H0(T∗ZB) → H0(T∗ZC) and h∗ : H1(C;Z) → H1(B;Z), we also have induced maps h∗ and h∗ on
the Albanese and Picard varieties as above; and we have the Albanese map alb : C → Alb(C),
which is a parametrized tropical curve.
Lemma 3.5 (= [MZ08, Lemma 6.1]) If C is a compact tropical curve, then there is a nat-
ural identification H1(C;Z) ∼= H0(T∗ZC) (a tropical version of Serre duality) which makes the
integration pairing symmetric and positive definite.
Proof Observe that, after choosing an orientation of the edges of C , both groups can be
identified with {
~a ∈ ZEdges(C) :
∑
E→v
aE = 0
}
.
In the case of H0(T∗ZC), the basis element eE corresponds to the generator of T
∗
ZE with the
appropriate orientation, and the constraint corresponds to the tropical balancing condition;
in the case of H1(C;Z), the basis element corresponds to the edge E with the appropriate
orientation, and the constraint corresponds to the condition that the cycle have vanishing
boundary. The integration pairing extends to the larger group ZEdges(C) , where its matrix is
diagonal with entries equal to the lengths of the edges. In particular it restricts to a symmetric,
positive-definite pairing on the subgroup.
The first consequence of Lemma 3.5 is that the Albanese and Picard varieties of C are canoni-
cally isomorphic.
Definition 3.6 If C is a compact tropical curve, we define its Jacobian Jac(C) := Alb(C) ∼=
Pic0(C), and the Abel–Jacobi map AJ : C→ Jac(C) to correspond to the Albanese map.
The Abel–Jacobi map extends to an isomorphism
(3) AJ : CH0(C)hom
∼−→ Jac(C)
by the tropical Abel–Jacobi theorem [MZ08, Theorem 6.2].
Lemma 3.7 If B is a tropical affine torus, then the tropical Albanese map extends to a map
(4) alb : CH0(B)hom → Alb(B).
If h : C→ B is a parametrized tropical curve, then the diagram
CH0(C)hom
AJ //
h∗

Jac(C)
h∗

CH0(B)hom
alb // Alb(B)
commutes.
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Proof The main non-trivial step is to check that the map (4) is well-defined. This follows from
the fact that any linear equivalence in B is induced by a parametrized tropical curve h : C→ B
via pushforward, together with the fact that the map (3) is well-defined.
3.5 Polarizations
We continue our review of the tropical Jacobian variety from [MZ08]. Lemma 3.5 implies that
Jac(C) admits a canonical principal polarization in the following sense:
Definition 3.8 A polarization of a tropical affine torus is a map
c : H1(B;Z)→ H0(T∗ZB)
such that ∫
γ1
c(γ2)
is a symmetric, positive-definite pairing on H1(B;Z).5 The index of the polarization is the index
of the map; if the index is 1 the polarization is called principal.
Let us give a reinterpretation of the notion of a polarization. We observe that the tangent
bundle TRB := TZB ⊗ R of a tropical affine torus is trivial, so H0(TRB) can be identified
with the fibre of TRB at any point, and similarly for H0(T∗RB). Now the integration pairing
determines a map
s : H1(B;Z)→ H0(TRB), defined by∫
γ
α = α(s(γ)).
Lemma 3.9 A polarization is equivalent to a flat Riemannian metric g on B, such that the
map
H1(B;Z)
s−→ H0(TRB) [−→ H0(T∗RB)
lands in H0(T∗ZB) (we recall that a Riemannian metric induces an isomorphism [ : TB
∼−→ T∗B,
whose inverse is denoted by #).
Proof The polarization c corresponding to the Riemannian metric g is defined by c(γ) = s(γ)[ ,
which is equivalent to
g(s(γ1), s(γ2)) =
∫
γ1
c(γ2).
The equivalence of the conditions on c and g is easily checked.
5 We remark that Mikhalkin–Zharkov interpret this map as a class in
Hom(H1(B;Z),H0(T∗ZB)) ∼= H1(T∗ZB)
(observing that T∗ZB is trivial on a tropical affine torus), and show that the resulting pairing on H1(B;Z)
is symmetric if and only if this class lies in the image of the tropical Chern character map H1(AffB) →
H1(T∗ZB).
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Corollary 3.10 If f : B1 → B2 is a tropical affine immersion, then a polarization on B2 induces
one on B1 .
Proof The Riemannian metric on B1 is the pullback of the one on B2 .
3.6 Non-existence results for tropical curves
The question of which tropical affine tori are Jacobians of curves is a subtle one, known as the
tropical Schottky problem (posed in [MZ08]; see also [CKS]). We will content ourselves with
a simple sufficient but not necessary condition for the non-existence of a polarization. Observe
that if M ∈ GL(n,R) is symmetric, it has n(n + 1)/2 independent entries; if these entries are
rationally independent we say that M is an irrational symmetric matrix.
Lemma 3.11 If M is irrational symmetric, invertible and indefinite, then B(M) does not admit
a polarization.
Proof A polarization for B(M) is equivalent to a linear map c : Zn → Zn such that the pairing
(u, v) 7→ c(u)T ·M·v is symmetric positive definite. Thus it is equivalent to a choice of n×n integer
matrix A such that AM is symmetric and positive definite. If this matrix is to be symmetric, we
must have MAT = AM . Since the entries of M are rationally independent whereas those of A
are integers, it follows that
eii · AT = A · eii and
(eij + eji) · AT = A · (eij + eji)
where eij denote the elementary matrices. It is simple to conclude from the first equation that
A is diagonal, and then from the second that the diagonal entries coincide; so A is a multiple
of the identity. But since M is indefinite, AM is too.
Lemma 3.12 Under the same conditions, B(M) admits no non-trivial tropical curves.
Proof Let h : C→ B be a tropical curve. Then we have a map
h∗ : Pic0(B)→ Jac(C).
Since Pic0(B) ∼= B(MT ) and the entries in a fixed column vector of MT are rationally indepen-
dent by hypothesis, Pic0(B) admits no non-trivial tropical affine sub-torus. Therefore h∗ must
either be the zero map, or an immersion.
In the first case, it would follow that h∗ : H1(B;R) → H1(C;R) vanishes, so C lifts to the
universal cover of B. It is easy to check that the balancing condition forces a compact tropical
curve in Rn to be constant.
In the second case, the polarization on Jac(C) would induce one on Pic0(B) ∼= B(MT ) by Corol-
lary 3.10, contradicting Lemma 3.11.
Corollary 3.13 Under the same conditions, there are no non-trivial effective linear equiva-
lences between tropical 0-cycles: so CH0(B(M)) ∼= ZB(M) .
Proof An effective linear equivalence, by definition, arises from a tropical curve in R× B(M).
The projection of any connected component of this tropical curve to B(M) is still balanced,
so must be a point. The tropical curve R × {pt} ⊂ R × B(M) induces a trivial relation on
0-cycles.
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3.7 Mixed-sign tropical curves
Now we introduce the notion of a parametrization of a tropical 1-cycle, by analogy with the
notion of a parametrization of a tropical curve. The idea may look somewhat bizarre at first
sight. Basically, later on we will be interested in tropical affine tori which do not admit trop-
ical curves, since in that case we can prove a corresponding result about non-existence of
Lagrangian cobordisms. But we don’t want the tropical curves to not exist for too mundane a
reason, because then the non-existence of Lagrangian cobordisms will also hold for a mundane
reason (having to do with smooth topology rather than symplectic topology). The construction
in this section will be used later to show that our main non-existence results are not mundane
in this way.
Definition 3.14 A mixed-sign abstract tropical curve is an abstract tropical curve C equipped
with an assignment  : Edges(C)→ {±1} of signs to each edge.
A mixed-sign parametrized tropical curve in a tropical affine manifold B is a mixed-sign tropical
curve (C, ) together with a map h : C → B satisfying all of the conditions of a parametrized
tropical curve, except that the balancing condition gets twisted by the signs :∑
Ei→v
(Ei) · dh(zi) = 0.
The image of a mixed-sign parametrized tropical curve is a tropical 1-cycle, and any tropical
1-cycle admits a canonical parametrization.
(a, b)
(b, c)
(a, b)
(b, c)
−1
+1
+1
Figure 4: A tropical curve (left) and mixed-sign tropical curve (right).
The mixed-sign integration pairing is a pairing∫ 
: H0(T∗ZC)⊗ H1(C;Z)→ R
which is the same as the usual one, except one multiplies the component of the integral over
edge E by the sign (E). This allows us to define the mixed-sign Jacobian Jac(C, ), which is
a tropical affine torus so long as the mixed-sign integration pairing is nondegenerate. The
mixed-sign Abel–Jacobi map is a mixed-sign parametrized tropical curve AJ : (C, )→ Jac(C, ).
Lemma 3.15 There exist tropical affine tori which admit mixed-sign parametrized tropical
curves, but do not admit a polarization.
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Proof We can construct examples as Jac(C, ) where (C, ) is a mixed-sign tropical curve.
These certainly admit mixed-sign parametrized tropical curves via the mixed-sign Abel–Jacobi
map; so it suffices by Lemma 3.11 to arrange that the mixed-sign integration pairing is irra-
tional symmetric, nondegenerate and indefinite. This is easy to do in examples: e.g., we can
take C to have two vertices v1, v2 and three edges E1,E2,E3 connecting v1 to v2 , and (Ei)
negative for i = 2 only. If we orient these edges to all point from v1 to v2 then the proof of
Lemma 3.5 gives an identification
H1(C;Z) ∼= H0(T∗ZC) ∼=
{
(a1, a2, a3) ∈ Z3 :
∑
i
ai = 0
}
,
and the integration pairing is identified with the restriction of the bilinear form diag(`1,−`2, `3)
to this subspace, where `i > 0 is the length of Ei . The restricted bilinear form is irrational
symmetric if and only if the `i are rationally independent, and it has signature (+,−) if and
only if `2 > (`−11 + `
−1
3 )
−1 ; it is clearly possible to satisfy these conditions simultaneously, cf.
Figure 4.
Remark 3.16 Lemma 3.15 shows the difference between the equivalence relations of linear
equivalence and effective linear equivalence (compare Remark 3.2). Namely, for a tropical
affine torus as in Lemma 3.15, effective linear equivalence is a trivial equivalence relation on
0-cycles, but linear equivalence is not.
3.8 Theta-divisors
Definition 3.17 A tropical divisor in a tropical affine manifold B is a codimension-1 tropical
subvariety.
We observe that a tropical divisor is equivalent to a choice of section f ∈ H0(C0B/AffB) which
looks locally like maxi fi(b) for some fi ∈ AffB . Given such a section f , the corresponding
tropical divisor Trop(f ) is defined to be the ‘bend locus’ of f , equipped with (positive) weights
corresponding to the ‘amount of bending’ of f at the codimension-1 cells.
Now let B be a tropical affine torus equipped with a polarization c : H1(B;Z) → H0(T∗ZB). In
the following we will write T∗ZB for H
0(T∗ZB), and similarly for T
∗
RB, TZB, TRB.
Let k ∈ N, and let δ : T∗ZB→ R be a function satisfying
δ(α+ k · c(γ)) = δ(α)
for all γ ∈ H1(B;Z). We define a corresponding piecewise-linear function
fk,δ : TRB→ R
fk,δ(v) := max
α∈T∗ZB
{
α(v)−
∣∣α#∣∣2
2k
+ δ(α)
}
,
where the length of α# is calculated with respect to the Riemannian metric induced by the
polarization. We have a corresponding tropical divisor Trop(fk,δ) in TRB.
We now show that this divisor descends to B ∼= TRB/ im(s). To do this we observe that the
function fk,δ has the following ‘quasi-periodicity’ property:
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Lemma 3.18 If γ ∈ H1(B;Z), then f (v + s(γ))− f (v) is affine.
Proof We have
fk,δ(v + s(γ)) = max
α
{
α(v + s(γ))−
∣∣α#∣∣2
2k
+ δ(α)
}
= max
α
{
α(v) +
〈
α#, s(γ)
〉− ∣∣α#∣∣2
2k
+ δ(α)
}
= max
α
{
α(v)−
∣∣α# − k · s(γ)∣∣2
2k
+
k · |s(γ)|2
2
+ δ(α)
}
= max
α
{
(α− k · c(γ)) (v)−
∣∣(α− k · c(γ))#∣∣2
2k
+ δ(α)
}
+ k · c(γ)(v) + k · |s(γ)|
2
2
= fk,δ(v) + k · c(γ)(v) + k · |s(γ)|
2
2
,
where the final line follows from the fact that the map α 7→ α − k · c(γ) is a bijection on T∗ZB
which preserves the function δ .
Since translating by s(γ) adds an affine function to fk,δ , it preserves the tropical divisor Trop(fk,δ),
which therefore descends to B. Such a tropical divisor in B is called a tropical Θ-divisor
[MZ08].
Now, given a tropical divisor Trop(f ) and a point b ∈ B, there is a corresponding lattice poly-
tope inb(f ) ⊂ T∗RB, well-defined up to translation, which is defined to be the convex hull of the
differentials dfi for all i such that fi(b) is maximal. We observe that this depends only on the
section f , not on the fi .
We recall that a lattice simplex is called regular if it contains no lattice points other than its
vertices. A tropical divisor corresponding to a section f will be called regular if inb(f ) is a
regular simplex for all b ∈ B.
Lemma 3.19 Let B be a polarized tropical affine torus. Then it admits a regular tropical
divisor with at least one 0-cell.
Proof We will show that there exist k, δ such that the tropical Θ-divisor Trop(fk,δ) is regular
and has at least one 0-cell. Indeed, it is a simple matter to check that any tropical Θ-divisor
contains a 0-cell (otherwise the function fk,δ would be linear when restricted to some linear
subspace), so the real task is to find k and δ such that Trop(fk,δ ) is regular.
It will be helpful to consider the Legendre transform of fk,δ [Mik04, Proposition 2.1], which is
the largest convex function gk,δ : T∗RB→ R for which
gk,δ(α) ≤
∣∣α#∣∣2
2k
− δ(α)
for all α ∈ T∗Z . This function is piecewise-linear, and its bend locus defines a polyhedral
decomposition of T∗RB whose facets are precisely the sets inb(fk,δ). We need to show that k and
δ can be chosen so that the cells of this polyhedral decomposition are regular simplices.
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Let us start by setting k = 1, δ = 0. We observe that, by the strict convexity of the function
|α#|2 , each lattice point in T∗ZB ⊂ T∗RB is then a 0-cell in the polyhedral decomposition. We next
observe that any sufficiently small perturbation of δ results in a subdivision of the polyhedral
decomposition. In fact, for any cell in the polyhedral decomposition, a generic small pertur-
bation of the values of δ on its vertices would result in a subdivision of the cell into simplices
(compare [OP91]). Since our starting decomposition included all lattice points as 0-cells, the
same is true of the subdivision; it follows that each simplex in the subdivision would in fact be
regular.
However, it may not be possible to perturb the values of δ at these points independently while
respecting the periodicity condition on δ . To resolve this, we must increase k . We observe that
the polyhedral decomposition of T∗RB induced by fk,0 is independent of k . Furthermore it is
invariant under translation by s(γ) for γ ∈ H1(B;Z), by the quasi-periodicity property of f1,0 .
It is an elementary matter to check that each cell is compact, and there are finitely many up to
translation; so by increasing k if necessary we can ensure that each cell projects injectively to
T∗RB/ im(k · c). Once this is the case, we can independently perturb the coefficients δ attached
to the vertices of each cell in our polyhedral decomposition, and a generic small perturbation
will result in a subdivision into regular simplices as required.
3.9 Existence results for tropical curves
The aim of this section is to prove the following tropical analogue of [Blo76, Lemma 1.3]:
Proposition 3.20 Let B be a polarized tropical affine torus. Then CH0(B)hom is divisible.
In fact, for technical reasons we will need a slight strengthening of this result. We define
two 0-dimensional tropical subvarieties to be trivalently linearly equivalent if they are linearly
equivalent, and the tropical curve V realizing the linear equivalence has only trivalent vertices.
We define CHtri0 (B) to be the quotient of the free abelian group generated by 0-dimensional
tropical subvarieties by effective trivalent linear equivalence. Thus there is a surjective map
CHtri0 (B) CH0(B) which need not be an isomorphism.
Proposition 3.21 Let B be a polarized tropical affine torus. Then CHtri0 (B)hom is divisible.
Proof It suffices to prove that, for any b1, b2 ∈ B, the class [b2 − b1] is infinitely divisible in
CHtri0 (B)hom . This will be achieved if we show that there exists a point b3 such that both [b3−b1]
and [b2 − b3] are infinitely divisible in the same group. In particular it suffices to prove this
for any b3 in (U + b1 − b0) ∩ (U + b2 − b0), where b0 ∈ B and U is the open set constructed in
Lemma 3.23 below, since the latter is open and dense and in particular non-empty.
Thus, it suffices to prove that the class [b− b0] is infinitely divisible for any b ∈ U . By Lemma
3.23 below, there exists a trivalent parametrized tropical curve h : C→ B with points p, p0 ∈ C
lying on its edges, such that h(p) = b and h(p0) = b0 . Since CH0(C)hom is isomorphic to the
tropical affine torus Jac(C) via the Abel–Jacobi map, the class [p − p0] is infinitely divisible.
Thus for any k ∈ N there exists a tropical divisor a = ∑q aq · q with k · a linearly equivalent to
p− p0 . It follows that [b− b0] = h∗[p− p0] = k · h∗(a) is k-divisible in CH0(B)hom .
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However we want to check that [b − b0] is k-divisible in CHtri0 (B)hom . Although C is trivalent,
the graph construction of Section 3.3 adds certain edges to C so that the resulting tropical
curve may no longer be trivalent. However, by examining the construction, we see that to
preserve trivalency it suffices for the points at which edges are attached to C to be interior to
edges of C . The points p and p0 are interior to the edges of C by construction; and it is easy
to check that any tropical divisor a on a curve is linearly equivalent to one whose points are
interior to the edges. Making this replacement, we have shown that [b − b0] is k-divisible in
CHtri0 (B)hom for any k , thus completing the proof.
Lemma 3.22 Let B be a polarized tropical affine torus, and b0 ∈ B. Then there is a non-empty
open set V ⊂ B such that, for all b ∈ V , the points b0 and b lie on edges of a trivalent tropical
curve C in B.
Proof Recall that n denotes the dimension of B. The case n = 1 is trivial; next we consider
the case n = 2, which contains the kernel of the general idea. There exists a regular tropical
divisor D ⊂ B with at least one 0-cell, by Lemma 3.19. In this dimension a regular tropical
divisor is equivalent to a trivalent tropical curve. Let us translate D so that b0 lies on an edge
of D, close to a 0-cell p. Let us place b on another edge of D, also close to p: then we can
move b along its edge, and we can translate the curve D parallel to the edge on which b0 lies,
so that b sweeps out an open set V .
Now let us consider the case n ≥ 3; as before we have a regular tropical divisor D ⊂ B with a
0-cell p, by Lemma 3.19. Given v = (v1, . . . , vn−1) ∈ (TRB)n−1 , we consider the intersection
C(v) :=
n−1⋂
i=1
(D + vi).
We say that the intersection is transverse if each intersection of cells is transverse. For suffi-
ciently small v, this transversality imposes finitely many non-empty linear conditions on v; in
particular the intersection is transverse for all v lying in an open dense subset of a neighbour-
hood of the origin. When the intersection is transverse, C(v) comes naturally equipped with
the structure of a tropical curve [Mik06, Section 4.2]. The transverse intersection of regular
tropical divisors is furthermore a trivalent tropical curve.
Now in a sufficiently small neighbourhood N of the 0-cell p, D looks like Trop(f ) where f =
maxi=1,...,n+1{fi} with dfi ∈ T∗ZB forming a top-dimensional simplex. Inside N the cells of D are
indexed by the subsets K ⊂ {1, . . . , n + 1} such that |K| ≥ 2, with the cell DK corresponding
to the locus where {fi = f ∀ i ∈ K} (and having codimension |K| − 1). If we choose sufficiently
small generic v so that C(v) is a transverse intersection, then N ∩ C(v) will be a tropical curve
with non-compact edges Ei(v) exiting N parallel to the one-cells D{i} , for i = 1, . . . , n + 1.
By an appropriate choice of v we may ensure that E1(v) is locally the transverse intersection
of D{i,n+1} + vi for i = 1, . . . , n− 1. We translate so that b0 lies on E1(v) and choose b lying on
En+1(v). We will now show that it is possible to vary v so that E1(v) continues to pass through
b0 but b sweeps out an open set.
Indeed, if we choose v+ = (v1+1, . . . , vn−1+n−1) so that i ∈ TD{i,n+1} , then E1(v) = E1(v+)
is unchanged near b0 for  sufficiently small. In particular b0 still lies on C(v+ ). At the point
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b ∈ En+1(v) we have
NEn+1(v) ∼=
n−1⊕
i=1
NDKi
by transversality, where K1, . . . ,Kn−1 ⊂ {1, . . . , n + 1} are distinct two-element subsets not
containing n+ 1 (which subsets Ki arise depends on the choice of v). Note that {i, n+ 1} 6= Ki
(since n + 1 /∈ Ki), so the projection TD{i,n+1} → NDKi is surjective for each i. So by varying
i ∈ TD{i,n+1} we can move the edge En+1(v) in any normal direction we desire; combined with
the fact we can move b along the edge En+1(v), it follows that b sweeps out an open set V as
required.
Lemma 3.23 Let B be a polarized tropical affine torus, and b0 ∈ B. Then there is an open
dense set U ⊂ B such that, for all b ∈ U , the points b0 and b lie on edges of a trivalent tropical
curve C in B.
Proof We have shown in Lemma 3.22 that there exists an open set V ⊂ B with the desired
property. We observe that for any k ∈ N we have an isogeny pik : B→ B given by multiplication
by k (and sending b0 7→ b0 ). If C is a trivalent tropical curve with b0 and b on its edges, then
pi−1k (C) is a trivalent tropical curve with b0 and b
′ on its edges, for any b′ ∈ pi−1k (b). It follows
that the set
(5) U :=
⋃
k∈N
pi−1k (V)
has the desired property. This set is obviously open, and it is furthermore dense. In fact the
set (5) is dense whenever V is non-empty. To see this, choose a flat Riemannian metric on
B so that the image under the exponential map of the ball of radius 1 in TRB contains a
fundamental domain of B. Then given a point p ∈ V , any ball of radius 1/k in B contains an
element of pi−1k ({p}). It follows that the union over k of these sets is dense.
4 From curves to cobordisms
4.1 Lagrangian lifts
Let B be a tropical affine manifold and X(B) := T∗RB/T
∗
ZB the corresponding symplectic man-
ifold, with p : X(B) → B the Lagrangian torus fibration. Let C ⊂ B be a tropical 1-cycle. A
choice of vertex neighbourhoods for C will consist of a disjoint union U = unionsqvUv of balls centred
at the vertices v of C , which are small enough that each edge of C intersects U only in a
neighbourhood of its endpoints.
Definition 4.1 An immersed Lagrangian lift of a tropical 1-cycle C ⊂ B is a Lagrangian im-
mersion i : L→ X(B), proper over B, such that there exists a choice of vertex neighbourhoods
U with the property that, outside of p−1(U), L coincides with the union over the edges E of
wE disjoint parallel copies of the conormal to E . An embedded Lagrangian lift is an immersed
Lagrangian lift such that i is an embedding.
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Remark 4.2 Different notions of Lagrangian liftability are introduced in [Mat, Mik], where
restrictions are placed on the form of the Lagrangian L near a vertex; our definition (which is
rather ad-hoc) does not place such restrictions.
We observe that the question of constructing Lagrangian lifts is completely local:
Lemma 4.3 A tropical 1-cycle C admits an immersed (respectively, embedded) Lagrangian
lift if and only if a neighbourhood of each of its vertices admits an immersed (respectively,
embedded) Lagrangian lift.
Proof The ‘only if’ direction is obvious. For the ‘if’ direction, the only concern would be if the
wE parallel copies of the conormal to E did not ‘match up’ at the two ends of E . However this
can easily be fixed by inserting a ‘twist region’ along E where the parallel copies L1, . . . ,LwE of
the conormal to E are modified by applying the flow of Hamiltonian vector fields Xfi associated
to appropriate functions fi pulled back from the base B (and then enlarging the choice of vertex
neighbourhoods to engulf the twist regions).
4.2 Local exactness
Given an immersed Lagrangian lift L of a tropical 1-cycle C with an appropriate choice of
vertex neighbourhoods Uv , we have a covering of L by open sets Lv := (p ◦ i)−1(Uv) associated
to the vertices v of C , together with open sets LE associated to the edges E of C , over which
LE is a disjoint union of wE parallel copies of the conormal to E . We denote by iv : Lv → X(B),
iE : LE → X(B) the corresponding Lagrangian immersions.
On the preimage p−1(Ub) of any simply-connected neighbourhood Ub of a point b ∈ B, there
exists a primitive λb :=
∑
i(qi−bi)·dpi for the symplectic form ω . If i : L→ X(B) is an immersed
Lagrangian lift, then we observe that for each vertex v of C , i∗vλv is a closed one-form.
Definition 4.4 An immersed Lagrangian lift is called locally exact if the classes [i∗vλv] ∈
H1(Lv;R) vanish for all vertices v.
Remark 4.5 We observe that in fact i∗vλv vanishes near the boundary. Thus we can declare
L to be locally strongly exact if [i∗vλv] = 0 in H1(Lv, ∂Lv;R). Note however that inserting ‘twist
regions’ as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 will in general destroy local strong exactness: for this
purpose it matters where one puts the parallel copies of the conormal.
Remark 4.6 We will see in Section 5.9 that there are local obstructions to the existence of
locally exact Lagrangian lifts of tropical 1-cycles. Suppose the weights wE on edges all belong
to {±1}. Then, if such a lift exists, the tropical 1-cycle remains balanced after we replace
each weight wE with its magnitude |wE|; so we can replace the tropical 1-cycle with a tropical
curve.
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4.3 Gradings
Let B be an oriented tropical affine manifold. Observe that we have a canonical decomposition
T(X(B)) ∼= TB ⊕ T∗B. An almost-complex structure is said to be split if it takes TB to T∗B
and vice-versa. We will consider gradings with respect to the holomorphic volume form ηJ
corresponding to an ω -compatible split almost-complex structure J (cf. Section 2.5).
Lemma 4.7 Let C ⊂ B be a tropical affine submanifold of dimension d , and N(C) ⊂ X(B)
the conormal. Then the orientation on B induces one on N(C) ⊂ X(B), and N(C) is special
Lagrangian of phase dpi/2 with respect to ηJ , for any split almost-complex structure J .
Proof We may choose oriented local affine coordinates b1, . . . , bn with respect to which C =
{b1 = . . . = bn−d = 0}. Then we have local Arnold–Liouville coordinates (b1, θ1, . . . , bn, θn) on
X(B), and N(C) = {b1 = . . . = bn−d = θn−d+1 = . . . = θn = 0}. We declare the local coordinates
(c1, . . . , cn) = (θ1, . . . , θn−d, bn−d+1, . . . , bn) on N(C) to be oriented.
We now observe that dcbj =
∑
k ajkdθk where ajk is positive definite, because J is split and
ω -compatible. Therefore the restriction of ηJ to N(C) is
ηJ =
(∑
k
a1kdθk + idb1
)
∧ . . . ∧
(∑
k
ankdθk + idbn
)
=
(
n−d∑
k=1
a1kdθk
)
∧ . . . ∧
(
n−d∑
k=1
an−d,kdθk
)
∧ idbn−d+1 ∧ . . . ∧ idbn
= id · det (aij)1≤i,j≤n−d · dθ1 ∧ . . . dθn−d ∧ dbn−d+1 ∧ . . . ∧ dbn.
Since aij is positive definite, its upper left (n − d) × (n − d) minor is positive definite and
in particular has positive determinant. Therefore the phase of N(C) is constant equal to the
argument of id , which is dpi/2 as required.
Now let L be a Lagrangian lift of a tropical 1-cycle C in an oriented tropical affine manifold B.
We equip the components LE lying outside the vertex neighbourhoods with orientations: they
coincide with the one determined by the orientation of B if the weight of E is positive, and
are opposite to it when the weight is negative. Then the components LE are graded by Lemma
4.7: we may choose the almost-complex structure J to be split, and the phase function to be
constant equal to pi/2 over the edges of positive weight, and constant equal to −pi/2 over the
edges of negative weight.
Definition 4.8 Suppose B is oriented. A Lagrangian lift L is locally graded if each Lagrangian
immersion iv : Lv → X(B) admits an orientation and a grading θ# , which agree near the
boundary with the orientations and gradings ±pi/2 over the regions LE described above.
It is clear from our discussion that a locally graded Lagrangian lift is graded (we observe that
the phase function will take the same constant value on either side of a ‘twist region’, even
though it may vary in between).
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4.4 Embedded Lagrangian lifts of trivalent tropical curves
The following result has been known to experts for some time (the first-named author heard it
in a talk by Denis Auroux at MSRI in 2009):
Theorem 4.9 Let C be a tropical curve in Rn with a single trivalent vertex. Then C admits
an embedded, locally strongly exact, locally graded Lagrangian lift.
Proofs of this result have recently appeared in the literature, due to Matessi [Mat] and Mikhalkin
[Mik] (see also [MRa]). It is by no means the main result proved in any of these references,
but it suffices for our purposes.
The construction of the embedded Lagrangian lift of the standard tropical pair of pants in R2
can be found in [Mat, Section 3], its local exactness is checked in the proof of Theorem 5.6 of
op. cit., and the vanishing of its Maslov class is checked in Proposition 3.29 of op. cit.. The
‘locally strongly exact’ condition is not checked in op. cit., but is easily verified: a basis for
H1(L, ∂L) is given by the ‘seams’ of the pants which are its intersection with a component of
the real locus, along which λv vanishes. The vanishing of the Maslov class is also not sufficient
for local gradedness, but again this can be easily verified: in fact this is most straightforward if
one uses the construction of the Lagrangian lift of the standard tropical pair of pants in [Mik],
since that is by construction a small perturbation of a special Lagrangian submanifold.
The generalization to an arbitrary trivalent vertex in R2 is made in [Mat, Example 5.3] by
taking a cover of the standard pair of pants: it is straightforward that the properties of being
embedded, locally strongly exact, and locally graded transfer to covers. The generalization
to arbitrary n follows by taking a product with the Lagrangian torus fibre over the origin in
T∗(Rn−2)/T∗Z(Rn−2).
These local pieces can be glued together by Lemma 4.3 (this is done for B = Rn in [Mat, Mik],
and our case is no more difficult). Thus we have:
Corollary 4.10 Any trivalent tropical curve admits an embedded, locally exact, graded La-
grangian lift.
4.5 Immersed Lagrangian lifts of arbitrary tropical 1-cycles
In this section we prove the following:
Theorem 4.11 Any tropical 1-cycle admits an immersed, locally exact, graded Lagrangian
lift.
Proof As in the previous section, it suffices by Lemma 4.3 to consider the local case, so we
assume that our tropical 1-cycle has a single vertex. The proof for a single vertex is by strong
induction on the valency of the vertex. The base case is when the valency is three. If all three
edges have the same sign, then the lift exists by Theorem 4.9. If the edges have different signs,
we must do something different.
Suppose, without loss of generality, that two edges are positive and one negative. Let h :
(C, ) → B be a mixed-sign parametrization of a neighbourhood of the vertex. We modify
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Figure 5: The picture on the left shows how to add a bivalent vertex to remove a mixed-sign trivalent
vertex. The picture on the right shows a Lagrangian lift of a bivalent vertex. Note that the curve must
bend in the right direction in order to be locally graded, and it must enclose the right amount of area
in order to be locally strongly exact.
(C, ) by introducing an additional bivalent vertex a finite distance along the negative edge,
and declaring the newly-created finite edge to have positive weight. Call the new mixed-
sign abstract tropical curve (C′, ′). There is a corresponding mixed-sign parametrized tropical
curve h′ : (C′, ′) → B which coincides with h outside a compact region (see Figure 5). It has
one trivalent vertex with all three edges positive, and one bivalent vertex with one positive
and one negative edge. The trivalent vertex admits a locally strongly exact locally graded
Lagrangian lift by Theorem 4.9, and the bivalent edge admits a locally strongly exact locally
graded Lagrangian lift as illustrated in Figure 5. The two pieces combine (as in Lemma 4.3) to
give an immersed Lagrangian lift of a neighbourhood of the vertex, and one easily sees that it
is locally strongly exact and locally graded. This completes the base case of the induction.
Now suppose that the valency is ≥ 4, and h : (C, ) → B is a mixed-sign parametrization
of a neighbourhood of the vertex. We modify (C, ) by introducing an additional compact
edge separating two vertices of valency ≥ 3, then adding a bivalent vertex in the centre of
that compact edge, assigning the same finite length and opposite signs to the two resulting
halves. Call the new mixed-sign abstract tropical curve (C′, ′), and let h′ : (C′, ′) → B be
the corresponding mixed-sign parametrized tropical curve as before (the balancing condition
determines the direction of the new compact edges uniquely). By strong induction, the two
vertices of valency ≥ 3 admit immersed locally strongly exact locally graded Lagrangian lifts;
and the bivalent vertex also admits a locally strongly exact locally graded Lagrangian lift as
before. The three pieces combine as before to give a locally strongly exact (in particular, locally
exact), locally graded immersed Lagrangian lift of a neighbourhood of the vertex.
Remark 4.12 Theorem 4.11 implies that any tropical 1-cycle admits an embedded Lagrangian
lift: one can perturb the immersion so that its self-intersections are transverse, then do La-
grangian surgery [Pol91] at each self-intersection. However the surgery may destroy local
exactness and local gradedness.
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4.6 Embedded formal Lagrangian lifts of trivalent tropical 1-cycles
We recall the notion of a formal Lagrangian in a symplectic manifold, which is ‘the closest thing
to a Lagrangian that we can study using smooth topology’:
Definition 4.13 Given a symplectic manifold (M, ω), a formal Lagrangian immersion is an
immersion of a half-dimensional submanifold i : L → M such that i∗[ω] = 0 in H2(L;R),
together with a homotopy-through-half-dimensional-subspaces from TL ⊂ i∗TM to a family of
Lagrangian subspaces of i∗TM .
Theorem 4.14 Any tropical 1-cycle in a tropical affine manifold of dimension ≥ 3 admits an
embedded formal Lagrangian lift (which is furthermore graded).
Proof Given a tropical 1-cycle, the proof of Theorem 4.11 provides a graded immersed La-
grangian lift i : L → X(B). We show that i can be perturbed to an embedding: since the
property of being a graded formal Lagrangian persists under perturbations, the result follows.
Recall that the construction of the immersed Lagrangian lift proceeds by constructing an im-
mersed mixed-sign parametrized tropical curve h′ : (C′, ′) → B which had only trivalent
vertices all of whose edges had the same sign, and bivalent vertices with edges of opposite
sign. Each of these vertex types admits a local embedded Lagrangian lift, so the fact that the
global lift is immersed is due entirely to the fact that h′ is immersed. The crucial additional
observation now is that, because C′ is one-dimensional while the ambient space has dimension
≥ 3, the map h′ can be perturbed so that it becomes an embedding (except in a neighbour-
hood of the bivalent vertices), at the cost that it is no longer affine along the interiors of the
edges. We then construct the desired perturbation of i by keeping the fibre components fixed
and moving the base in accordance with the perturbation of h′ .
Remark 4.15 It is an interesting question to ask which tropical 1-cycles admit (graded, locally
exact) embedded Lagrangian lifts. Of course this reduces, via Lemma 4.3, to the question
of which tropical vertices admit such lifts. Theorem 4.14 shows that there are no ‘classical’
obstructions to lifting. In Section 5.9 we will show, using Floer theory, that if a tropical vertex
with edge weights ±1 can admit a locally exact lift, then the same vertex in which all weights
are taken to be positive is necessarily also balanced: the vertex can be “made effective”, which
is an obstruction to liftability. Corollary 4.10 shows that effective trivalent vertices always
admit such lifts. However this is certainly not the end of the story, as [Mat, Example 5.5],
[Mik, Theorem 3.1] give examples of higher-valence vertices which admit embedded lifts.
4.7 Consequences for cobordisms
Let B be a tropical affine manifold. There is an obvious map from the free abelian group
ZB on points of B to the free abelian group on Lagrangian torus fibres of X(B) → B, which
induces an identification between the group of degree zero tropical 0-cycles and the subgroup
of homologically trivial configurations of Lagrangian torus fibres. Let Cobfib(X(B)/C∗) denote
the group which is generated by the Lagrangian torus fibres Fb ⊂ X(B), equipped with their
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natural brane structures, modulo relations induced by graded Lagrangian brane cobordisms all
of whose ends are fibres. There is a natural map
Cobfib(X(B)/C∗)→ 〈[Fb] | b ∈ B〉 ⊂ Cob(X(B)/C∗)
onto the subgroup of the cylindrical cobordism group which is generated by the fibres; this map
is onto, but not necessarily an isomorphism (since a priori there may be cobordism relations
amongst fibres which necessarily involve non-fibres). There is a map
deg : Cobfib(X(B)/C∗)→ Z
recording the total homology class of a configuration of fibres, whose kernel we denote by
Cohfib(X(B)/C∗)hom . Corollary 4.10 shows that the association b 7→ Fb induces a (surjective)
map
CHtri0 (B)hom −→ Cobfib(X(B)/C∗)hom
since any effective tropical linear equivalence which is realised by a trivalent tropical curve in
R × B lifts to an embedded graded Lagrangian submanifold of X(R × B) = C∗ × X(B) which,
by construction, yields a cobordism between the corresponding fibres.
Corollary 4.16 (= Theorem 1.2) Suppose B is a tropical affine torus which admits a polar-
ization. Then the group Cobfib(X(B)/C∗)hom is divisible.
Proof This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.21.
5 From cobordisms to curves
5.1 Rigid analytic spaces
We briefly recall the notion of a rigid analytic space in the sense of Tate, following [BGR84,
EKL06].
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2. Consider the (universal one-variable)
Novikov field over k:
(6) Λ :=

∞∑
j=0
cj · qλj : cj ∈ k, λj ∈ R, lim
j→∞
λj = +∞
 ,
which is an algebraically closed field extension of k. It has a non-Archimedean valuation
val : Λ→ R ∪ {∞}(7)
val
 ∞∑
j=0
cj · qλj
 := min
j
{λj : cj 6= 0}, val(0) =∞,(8)
which gives rise to a norm | · | : Λ→ R via |x| = e−val(x) . The unitary subgroup
(9) UΛ = val−1(0) =
a +∑
j
cj · qλj ∈ Λ : a ∈ k∗, λj > 0

comprises the elements of valuation zero.
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We define the Gauss norm on the polynomial algebra Λ[z1, . . . , zn]:
(10)
∣∣∣∣∣∑
a
fa · za
∣∣∣∣∣ := maxa {|fa|} ,
where a ∈ Zn≥0 denotes a multi-index and fa ∈ Λ. The completion of the polynomial algebra
with respect to the Gauss norm is the Tate algebra
Λ〈z1, . . . , zn〉 =
{∑
a
fa · za : val(fa)→∞ as ‖a‖ → ∞
}
where ‖ · ‖ is any fixed chosen norm on Zn . It is a Λ-Banach algebra, i.e. a complete non-
Archimedean normed Λ-algebra, and it is Noetherian [BGR84, 5.2.6]. It can be regarded as a
function algebra on the rigid analytic unit polydisc
Bn(Λ) = {(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Λn : |zi| ≤ 1 ∀ i},
and in fact its maximal spectrum can be identified with Bn(Λ) [BGR84, 7.1.1].
An affinoid algebra A is a Λ-Banach algebra which is isomorphic to a quotient of some Tate
algebra. The maximal spectrum of an affinoid algebra comes equipped with a Grothendieck
topology and a sheaf of rings O whose global sections recover A by the Tate acyclicity theorem.
A rigid analytic space over Λ consists of a set Y equipped with a Grothendieck topology and a
sheaf of rings OY , which is locally isomorphic to the maximal spectrum of an affinoid algebra.
5.2 The non-Archimedean SYZ fibration
Now let B be a tropical affine manifold. The mirror to the Lagrangian torus fibration p :
X(B) → B is a rigid analytic space Y(B), equipped with a map (of sets) trop : Y(B) → B,
which is called the non-Archimedean SYZ fibration.6 We describe the construction following
[KS01, KS06, Abo14, Abo17].
As a set,
Y(B) :=
⊔
b∈B
H1(Fb;UΛ)
is the set of UΛ -local systems on fibres Fb of p : X(B) → B. It can be identified with the
total space of the local system TZB ⊗Z UΛ over B. It comes equipped with a natural map
trop : Y(B) → B. In order to equip Y(B) with the structure of a rigid analytic space we must
cover it with maximal spectra of affinoid algebras in an appropriate way.
The construction is locally modelled on the case B = Rn , where Y(B) = Gnm and the map
trop : Y(B)→ B is defined by
trop(z1, . . . , zn) 7→ (val(z1), . . . , val(zn)).
Note that the total space of TZB⊗Z UΛ ∼= Rn × UnΛ is in bijection with Y(B) via the map
((λ1, . . . , λn), (u1, . . . , un)) 7→
(
qλ1 · u1, . . . , qλn · un
)
.
6The terminology is from [NXY]. We remark that all of our non-Archimedean SYZ fibrations have
non-singular fibres, so are in fact affinoid torus fibrations.
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We also note that this construction is functorial with respect to affine transformations of Rn ,
in particular for any affine transformation ϕ(x) = Ax + b there is a commutative diagram
(11) Gnm //
trop

Gnm
trop

Rn ϕ // Rn
with the top arrow sending
(z1, . . . , zn) 7→
(
qb1 · zA1 , . . . , qbn · zAn) ,
where Ai denotes the ith column of the matrix A ∈ GL(n,Z).
Now if P ⊂ Rn is a bounded rational polytope then we define a norm on the algebra of Laurent
polynomials Λ[z±1 , . . . , z
±
n ] corresponding to the valuation
(12) vP
(∑
a
fa · za
)
:= inf {val(fa) + a · p : a ∈ Zn, p ∈ P} .
The completion of the algebra of Laurent polynomials with respect to this norm is the polytope
algebra
OP :=
{∑
a
fa · za : val(fa) + a · p→∞ as ‖a‖ → ∞ for all p ∈ P
}
,
where now a ∈ Zn . This is an affinoid algebra [EKL06, Proposition 3.1.5] and in par-
ticular Noetherian, and it can be regarded as a function algebra on the polytope domain
YP := trop−1(P). In fact the maximal spectrum of OP can be identified with YP [EKL06,
Proposition 3.1.8].
It follows that for any polytope P ⊂ B, the subset trop−1(P) ⊂ Y(B) is naturally in bijection with
the maximal spectrum of an affinoid algebra OP . Taking a cover of B by polytopes we obtain
an admissible affinoid cover, which completes the construction of the rigid analytic space Y(B).
5.3 Tropicalization
An analytic subvariety7 of a rigid analytic space Y is, by definition, the zero-locus of a coherent
ideal sheaf, cf. [BGR84, 9.5.2] or [Con99]. These are precisely the reduced subspaces Z ⊂ Y
which are locally, i.e. on the sets of an admissible affinoid cover, given as the zero-set of a
finite collection of convergent power series. Such an analytic subvariety has a well-defined
dimension (at a point this is the Krull dimension of the local ring OZ,z , and globally one takes
the supremum of the local dimensions). Locally there is a well-defined notion of irreducible
components of an analytic subvariety, and this notion globalizes by the following theorem of
Conrad [Con99]:
Theorem 5.1 (Conrad) An analytic subvariety of a rigid analytic space Y admits a unique
decomposition into irreducible analytic subvarieties.
7An analytic subspace is slightly more general than a subvariety: its sheaf of analytic functions may
have nilpotents.
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For the rest of this section, let B be a tropical affine manifold and trop : Y(B) → B the corre-
sponding non-Archimedean SYZ fibration as constructed in the previous section.
Definition 5.2 If Z ⊂ Y(B) is an analytic subvariety, then trop(Z) ⊂ B is the tropicalization of
Z .
If Z is irreducible of dimension k , the tropicalization trop(Z) is expected to carry the structure
of a k-dimensional tropical subvariety. A proof of this result has not appeared in the literature,
so we summarize here what is known.
Absent the balancing condition, versions of the result date back to [BG84, EKL06]. A proof in
the present setting follows from [Ber04, Corollary 6.2.2] (see also [Gub07, Proposition 5.4]):
Theorem 5.3 If Z ⊂ Y(B) is an irreducible analytic subvariety of dimension k , the tropical-
ization trop(Z) ⊂ B is a locally finite rational polyhedral complex, pure of dimension k .
A complete proof including weights and balancing can be found in [MS15, Theorem 3.3.5],
in the case that B = Rn and Z ⊂ Gnm is algebraic. A complete proof in the case that Z is
a curve seems to be “well-known to experts”, but has only appeared in the literature under
certain additional technical hypotheses, cf. [BPR16, Yu15] (in particular, the local case of a
curve Z ⊂ YP where P is a simplex is addressed in [Yu15, Example 1.2] under the assumption
that the coefficient field is discretely valued). We shall assume the following:
Theorem 5.4 If Z ⊂ Y(B) is an irreducible analytic subvariety of dimension 1, the tropical-
ization trop(Z) ⊂ B carries the structure of a tropical curve.
Corollary 5.5 Suppose that Z ⊂ Y(B) is an analytic subvariety which meets a non-empty
affinoid subdomain YP = trop−1(P) ⊂ Y(B) in an analytic curve. Then B contains a tropical
curve.
Proof There is an irreducible component C of Z which contains one of the irreducible com-
ponents of Z∩YP , and is therefore pure of dimension one, by Theorem 5.1. The tropicalization
of C is a tropical curve, by Theorem 5.4.
5.4 Floer theory for cobordisms
Let (X, ω) be a symplectic manifold. An unobstructed Lagrangian brane consists of a Lagrangian
brane L ⊂ X together with an ω -tame almost-complex structure J on X for which L bounds
no J -holomorphic disc and does not meet any J -holomorphic sphere. Any Lagrangian torus
fibre ι : Fb ⊂ X(B) can be equipped with the structure of an unobstructed Lagrangian brane: in
fact any almost-complex structure J works, since the inclusion map ι is H1 -injective and ωcan
has trivial integral over any 2-sphere.
An unobstructed cylindrical Lagrangian brane cobordism V consists of a Lagrangian brane
cobordism V ⊂ C∗ × X together with an almost-complex structure J on C∗ × X for which V
bounds no J -holomorphic disc and does not meet any J -holomorphic sphere. We also require
that outside a compact set, J = i⊕ Jz should decompose as a direct sum, where Jz is a family
of almost-complex structures on X parametrized by z ∈ C∗ ; and we furthermore require that
Jz should coincide with the almost-complex structure J±i attached to L±i over the ‘end’ of V
modeled on L±i .
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Remark 5.6 There are few techniques for ensuring unobstructedness of a given cobordism. It
is for this reason that a more satisfactory treatment would replace the notion of ‘unobstructed’
with ‘Floer-theoretically unobstructed’ everywhere, which means replacing the additional data
of almost-complex structures with the additional data of bounding cochains.
Lemma 5.7 Let (V, JV ) be an unobstructed Lagrangian brane cobordism, and (K, JK) a closed
unobstructed Lagrangian brane, both living in C∗ × X . Then there is a well-defined Floer
cohomology group HF∗(V,K), independent of compactly-supported Hamiltonian isotopy of V
and K .
Sketch By applying a Hamiltonian isotopy to V we may assume that V and K intersect trans-
versely. The Floer cochain complex CF∗(V,K) is generated by intersection points between
V and K . In order to define the differential we choose a one-parameter family of ωC∗ ⊕ ω -
tame almost-complex structures Jt , interpolating between J0 = JV and J1 = JK , and such
that the projection map to C∗ is (Jt, i)-holomorphic for all t . The differential then counts
Jt -holomorphic strips, which means finite-energy solutions of
u : R× [0, 1]→ C∗ × X
∂su + Jt(u)∂tu = 0
u
(
R× {i}) ⊂ { V, i = 0
K, i = 1
which are asymptotic to intersection points. Compactness of the relevant moduli spaces is
achieved by considering the projection of these strips to C∗ [BC13, Section 4.2], and ruling out
disc and sphere bubbling using the unobstructedness assumption (cf. [Sei14]). Independence
of compactly-supported Hamiltonian isotopy is proved using continuation maps in the standard
way.
5.5 Construction of an analytic subvariety
Let V ⊂ C∗ × X(B) be an unobstructed cylindrical Lagrangian brane cobordism between L− =
{L−i } and L+ = {L+j }. There is a Lagrangian (n + 1)-torus fibration
pˆ : C∗ × X(B)→ R× B
with fibre over bˆ = (r, b) the torus Fbˆ = S
1
r × Fb , where we have chosen global co-ordinates
(r, θ) on C∗ = R× S1 .
The rigid analytic space mirror to this Lagrangian torus fibration is Gm × Y(B), which comes
equipped with the non-Archimedean SYZ fibration trop : Gm × Y(B) → R × B. The points
yˆ ∈ Gm × Y(B) parametrise pairs Fyˆ := (Fbˆ, ξ) where Fbˆ is the fibre of pˆ over bˆ = trop(yˆ)
and ξ is a UΛ -local system on it. There is a natural choice of Lagrangian brane structure on
Fbˆ , and it is furthermore H1 -injective, so any choice of almost-complex structure turns it into
an unobstructed Lagrangian brane. For any such Fyˆ there is a well-defined Z-graded Floer
cohomology group HF∗(Fyˆ,V).
Definition 5.8 The mirror support EV of V is the subset of Gm × Y(B) consisting of points yˆ
for which the group HF∗(Fyˆ,V) is non-vanishing.
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Proposition 5.9 The mirror support EV is an analytic subvariety of Gm × Y(B).
Proof This is a consequence of results of Abouzaid [Abo14] and Fukaya [Fuk10]. Fix V and
a point yˆ0 corresponding to a fibre Fbˆ0 equipped with unitary local system ξ0 . By a small
Hamiltonian perturbation, we can assume that V is transverse to the fibres Fbˆ for bˆ in a small
polyhedral neighbourhood P of bˆ0 . Thus the Floer cochain complexes CF∗(Fyˆ,V) are identified
for all yˆ ∈ YP , and it is only the Floer differential that varies.
The Floer differential has the shape
(13) m1(y) =
⊕
x
∑
u∈Mbˆ(x,y)
(−1)σu · qE(u)z[∂u]q · x
where x, y are intersection points of Fbˆ and V (which vary constantly over P), M
bˆ(x, y) de-
notes the set of rigid Floer trajectories, E(u) =
∫
u∗ω is the energy of a solution, z[∂u]q is the
monodromy of the local system ξ associated to yˆ, and σu is the sign associated to u.
Fix a 1-parameter family of almost complex structures Jt which are appropriate for defining
the Floer cohomology group HF∗(Fyˆ0 ,V) as in Lemma 5.7. Following [Fuk10], after shrinking
P we may pick a family of C2 -small diffeomorphisms {φbˆ}bˆ∈P with the properties:
• φbˆ0 = id;
• φbˆ(Fbˆ) = Fbˆ0 ;
• φbˆ preserves V ;
• (φbˆ)∗Jt tames ωC∗ ⊕ ω for every bˆ ∈ P and t ∈ [0, 1].
The final property means that one can define the Floer complexes CF∗(Fyˆ,V) by using the
almost complex structures (φbˆ)
∗Jt . Then pullback by (φbˆ)
−1 tautologically identifies the holo-
morphic strips contributing to this complex with those counted by the Floer differential on
CF∗(Fbˆ0 ,V).
It follows that, after applying an appropriate rescaling (cf. [Abo14, Eqn. 3.19]), each term
in (13) is a ‘monomial’ function of yˆ ∈ YP . Gromov compactness, applied to the holomor-
phic strips with boundary on Fbˆ , shows that the infinite sum of monomials converges when
trop(yˆ) = bˆ. Since this applies for all bˆ ∈ P, the coefficients in (13) define analytic functions
over YP , i.e. they belong to the affinoid ring OP .
Now m1yˆ : CF
∗(Fyˆ,V) → CF∗+1(Fyˆ,V) is a linear endomorphism of a fixed finite-dimensional
Λ-vector space, depending analytically on yˆ ∈ YP . The intersection of EV with YP is the locus
of points where the rank of this linear map is strictly less than half the number of intersection
points of Fbˆ with V . This is an analytic subvariety, cut out by the vanishing of appropriate
minors of the matrix of this linear map.
Remark 5.10 It is possible that EV is empty, even when V is not. For example, consider the
Lagrangian brane cobordism V ⊂ C∗ × X(B) which is the product of Fb with an arc γ ⊂ C∗
which is contained in a disc and formed by joining two negative ends with a semicircular arc
(and which has no positive ends). An S1r ⊂ C∗ with tranverse non-empty intersection with
γ meets it in two points. Let yˆ = (k, y) correspond to a fibre Fcˆ equipped with local system
ξ , where cˆ = (r, c). The Floer complex CF∗(Fyˆ,V) vanishes unless c = b, in which case one
obtains CF∗(Fy,Fb)⊕CF∗(Fy,Fb)[1]. The Floer differentials are constant in X(B) and project to
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the obvious strip in the base C∗ , yielding the natural identification between these complexes,
and the Floer cohomology vanishes. Note that although V admits a grading, the grading
cannot extend the canonical (constant zero phase) grading on the ends defined in Section 4.3,
since the ends carry opposite orientations.
5.6 Non-emptiness for distinct ends
As before, let V ⊂ C∗ × X(B) be an unobstructed Lagrangian brane cobordism between tuples
of fibres L− = (Fb−i ) and L
+ = (Fb+i ). It is clear that trop(EV ) is contained in the image of
V under projection to R × B (since two non-intersecting Lagrangians have vanishing Floer
homology). In particular the tropicalization is contained in a compact set union the negative
ends R− × b−i and the positive ends R+ × b+i . The following gives a condition under which
trop(EV ) contains such an end (it is phrased for negative ends but applies equally to positive
ones):
Proposition 5.11 If a fibre Fb in L− has multiplicity one, then trop(EV ) contains (−∞,R)× b
for some R.
Proof Consider a Lagrangian torus Fbˆ = S
1
r × Fb where r  0 is sufficiently small that V is
cylindrical over a neighbourhood of S1r . The intersection Fbˆ ∩ V = Fb is a clean intersection
comprising a single copy of the torus Fb itself. We claim that there is a point yˆ corresponding
to a local system ξ on Fbˆ with respect to which the Floer cohomology HF
∗(Fyˆ,V) 6= 0, so
yˆ ∈ EV .
We solve for the monodromy of the local system by an order-by-order argument using the adic
filtration associated to powers of the holonomy variable in the direction S1r . We use a Morse–
Bott model for the Floer cochain group CF∗(Fyˆ,V) = C∗morse(Fb) = H∗(Fb; Λ) (cf. [Sei14]),
where we take a perfect Morse function on Fb ∼= Tn = S1 × · · · × S1 which is a sum of Morse
functions on the distinct S1 -factors. We may choose a grading on Fbˆ so that the identity
element e in this cochain group lies in degree 0. We equip V with the trivial local system.
Given qn+1 ∈ UΛ , the holonomy of the desired local system ξ around the base S1r factor, we
seek q1, . . . , qn ∈ UΛ (which will be power series in qn+1 ) so that if these define the remaining
holonomies of ξ , then m1(e) = 0. Since the cochain group is concentrated in non-negative
degrees, e cannot be exact, so it will follow that HF0(Fyˆ,V) 6= 0.
Lift the cobordism V to a cobordism V˜ in the infinite cyclic cover C×X(B) of C∗×X(B). Each
end L±i of V has infinitely many lifts, differing by deck transformations. Let σ denote the
generating deck transformation. The differential applied to e can be expanded as
(14) m1(e) =
∞∑
j=−∞
m1j (q1, . . . , qn) · qjn+1,
where m1j counts Floer strips whose boundary component on Fbˆ winds j times around the base
cylinder S1r , i.e. whose lift connects a fixed lift L˜
−
1 to its image σ
j(L˜−1 ) shifted j places by the
deck group, cf. Figure 6. The lift of such a holomorphic strip projects to a holomorphic strip in
C with one boundary on the universal cover S˜1r of S1r and the other lying in the projection of V˜ .
It is clear from the open mapping theorem that the S˜1r -boundary of such a strip can only move
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in one direction, so m1j = 0 for j < 0 (compare to the proof of upper triangularity of the Floer
differential in [BC13, Lemma 4.4.1]). The reverse isoperimetric inequality [GS14, Duv16, Abo]
implies that there is a constant ε > 0 such that
m1j ∈ Λ≥jε
and hence (14) is well-defined in Λ.
S˜1r × Fb
σ2(L˜−1 )
σ(L˜−2 )
σ(L˜−1 )
L˜−2
L˜−1 L˜+
σ(L˜+)
σ2(L˜+)
V˜
x
m11(x)
Figure 6: The qn+1 -filtration lifted via the cover C→ C∗ , and the image of a disc of O(qn+1).
We will show that for any qn+1 ∈ UΛ , there exist
(15) qi =
∑
k≥0
qi,j · qjn+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
such that (14) vanishes, by working order by order in the qn+1 -adic filtration. The zero-order
term m10 counts strips with no winding. The open mapping theorem applied to the image of
the disc projected to C shows that any such Floer strip must have constant projection and live
inside a single fibre, so one sees
(16) m10(q1, . . . , qn+1) = (q1 − 1, q2 − 1, . . . , qn − 1)
by considering the parallel transport of ξ along the two arcs of each circle factor (Morse
trajectories) in Fb . It follows that we can solve the equation m1(e) = 0 to order O(qn+1) by
setting qi,0 = 1 for i = 1, . . . , n. We can now solve inductively for the higher-order terms qi,j ,
using the fact that the derivatives ∂m10/∂qi span the range CF
1(Fbˆ,V). The fact that m
1
j ∈ Λ≥jε
implies that qi,j ∈ Λ≥jε , so the resulting series (15) can be evaluated at any qn+1 ∈ UΛ to give
well-defined elements qi ∈ UΛ .
Remark 5.12 Note that if the ends of V are not geometrically distinct, this argument breaks
down. Suppose V has k ≥ 2 ends modelled on Fb , so
CF∗(Fbˆ,V) = ⊕kj=1H∗(Fb; Λ).
If ej denotes the identity element in the j-th copy of the RHS, we have
m10
 k⊕
j=1
aj · ej
 = k⊕
j=1
aj · (q1 − 1, . . . , qn − 1).
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It is no longer true that the partial derivatives ∂m10/∂qi span the obstruction space CF
1(Fbˆ,V),
so the order by order construction of a solution does not work.
5.7 Separating ends
In view of Remark 5.12, if all ends of V have multiplicity greater than one, it is not clear that
V has non-trivial Floer cohomology with any torus fibre in C∗ × X(B) or that EV is non-empty.
Under additional topological hypotheses, one can ensure this by geometrically separating the
ends of V by a Lagrangian isotopy.
Let V ⊂ C∗ × X(B) be a Lagrangian brane cobordism between fibres, with (positive and neg-
ative) ends Li having multiplicities mi . For any α ∈ H1(V;R) and sufficiently small ε ∈ R we
can deform V by a symplectic isotopy of flux ε · α, to obtain a new Lagrangian submanifold
V·α . We can arrange that the deformation is also a cobordism, i.e., it also has cylindrical ends
which are fibres.
Lemma 5.13 Suppose that the classes ι∗j α ∈ H1(Li;R) are pairwise distinct for 1 ≤ j ≤ mi .
Then for  6= 0, the cobordism V·α has mi ends of multiplicity one which are pairwise distinct
perturbations of Li .
Proof The copies of Li are shifted by Lagrangian isotopies with the pairwise distinct fluxes
ι∗j α.
Definition 5.14 We say that the end Li is ‘separable’ if the maps
(17) ι∗j : H
1(V;R)→ H1(Li;R) 1 ≤ j ≤ mi
induced by inclusion are pairwise distinct; and that V has ‘separable ends’ if all of its ends are
separable.
If the end Li is separable, then the classes ι∗j α are pairwise distinct for 1 ≤ j ≤ mi for all α
off of a finite union of proper linear subspaces. Thus the end Li is ‘separated’ into distinct
ends of multiplicity one in Vε·α , for generic α. If V has separable ends, then all ends of V are
separated into distinct ends of multiplicity one in Vε·α for generic α.
Corollary 5.15 If V is unobstructed and has separable ends, then R × B contains a tropical
curve whose ends are given by the ends of V , weighted with the multiplicities of the corre-
sponding Lagrangians.
Proof We consider the non-Archimedean SYZ fibration trop : H1(V; Λ∗) → H1(V;R) induced
by val : Λ∗ → R. For a small polytope P enclosing the origin in H1(V;R), we consider the
polytope subdomain UP := trop−1(P). The points u ∈ UP parametrize pairs Vu = (Vtrop(u), ξu)
consisting of a Lagrangian deformation of V with flux trop(u), equipped with a UΛ -local system
ξu .
We consider the set of points (yˆ, u) ∈ Gm × Y(B) × UP such that HF∗(Fyˆ,Vu) 6= 0. Applying
the Fukaya trick as before, we find that this is an analytic subvariety F . Furthermore, since
V has separable ends, Vu has distinct ends so long as trop(u) lies off of a finite union of
proper linear subspaces. The arguments of the previous section show that, locally near one
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of these distinct ends, the projection F → Gm × UP is an isomorphism, and in particular
F has dimension 1 + b1(V). We take the union of irreducible components containing these
ends. The tropicalization of these components give a locally-finite rational polyhedral complex
Γ ⊂ R× B× P, pure of dimension 1 + b1(V), by Theorem 5.3.
Let us choose an interval I ⊂ P, passing through the origin and not lying in the finite union of
proper linear subspaces referenced above. We define ΓI := Γ ∩ R × B × I . Observe that the
fibre over any t ∈ I \ {0} is a tropical curve Ct ⊂ R× B whose ends coincide with the ends of
Vt outside of a fixed compact subset of R× B, and have multiplicity one.
By the local finiteness of ΓI , for any point in R × B there exists a neighbourhood U of the
point and an  > 0, such that the topology of Ct∩U is constant for t ∈ (0, ) and the edges and
vertices vary linearly. Thus there is a well-defined limit of each vertex and edge as t→ 0+ . We
define the tropical curve C0 to be the union of all limits of vertices and edges of Ct . We define
the weight associated to an edge of C0 to be the sum of weights of edges that converge to that
edge. Now consider a vertex v of the limiting curve C0 . Consider a ball in R × B which is
centered on v, and small enough that it contains no other vertex of C0 . For sufficiently small
t 6= 0, the ball only contains vertices of Ct that converge to v. The sum of the primitive vectors
pointing along edges of Ct exiting this ball, multiplied by their weights, vanishes because Ct is
balanced (the contributions coming from edges contained entirely inside the ball cancel out).
It follows that C0 is balanced at v. Therefore the limit C0 is a tropical curve, which has the
required properties by construction.
Remark 5.16 If we were working with Floer-theoretically unobstructed cobordisms rather
than tautologically unobstructed ones, we would additionally need to show that the bounding
cochains persisted under the perturbations of V introduced in the proof of Corollary 5.15.
5.8 Conclusions
Let B be a tropical affine torus which contains no tropical curve. The following is immediate
from Corollary 5.15:
Proposition 5.17 If V ⊂ C∗ × X(B) is an unobstructed Lagrangian brane cobordism between
fibres, then V does not have separable ends.
Corollary 5.18 If L− = (Fb−i ) and L
+ = (Fb+i ) are pairwise distinct fibres of X(B)→ B, there
is no unobstructed Lagrangian brane cobordism V with ends L− and L+ .
Combining with Theorem 4.14, we obtain:
Corollary 5.19 Suppose that the tropical torus B contains no tropical curve, but does contain
a mixed-sign tropical curve. Then there exists an embedded formal Lagrangian brane cobor-
dism in X(B), which admits an immersed Lagrangian brane representative, but which admits
no unobstructed representative.
Recall that Cobunobfib (X(B)/C∗) denotes the free abelian group generated by torus fibres of X(B)→
B, equipped with their natural structure of unobstructed Lagrangian branes, modulo relations
coming from cylindrical unobstructed Lagrangian brane cobordisms all of whose ends are fi-
bres.
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Conjecture 5.20 If B contains no tropical curve, then Cobunobfib (X(B)/C∗) ∼= ZB is free.
The conjecture is consistent with expectations from mirror symmetry, cf. Corollary 3.13 and
Section 6.4.
5.9 Exact Lagrangians from tropical vertices
Analyticity of EV is also interesting in the local context. Theorem 4.9 asserts that any effective
trivalent tropical vertex in Rn admits a locally exact graded Lagrangian lift to a submanifold in
X(Rn) = (C∗)n . By definition, the legs of a tropical vertex carry weights wi ∈ Z, and the vertex
is balanced with respect to the wi . It is effective if all wi > 0. Effectivity is in fact close to a
necessary condition for existence of a locally exact graded lift:
Proposition 5.21 If a tropical vertex C ⊂ Rn with weights wi = ±1 admits a locally exact
graded Lagrangian lift LC ⊂ (C∗)n , then C is also balanced with respect to the weights wi =
+1.
Proof Suppose that LC exists. For a Lagrangian lift of a single vertex neighbourhood, local
exactness is equivalent to global exactness, so LC is unobstructed. By taking the support of the
corresponding family Floer sheaf, LC defines an analytic subvariety ELC ⊂ Gnm , with tropical-
ization TC ⊂ Rn . The tropicalization of the union of one-dimensional irreducible components
of TC defines an effective tropical curve; the hypothesis that the weights on edges of C are ±1
implies (by the same argument as in Proposition 5.11) that TC agrees geometrically with C in
a neighbourhood of infinity.
A tropical 1-cycle C ⊂ Rn meets a neigbourhood of infinity in a finite union of half-lines ΓC of
rational slopes. The conormal bundle to ΓC is asymptotic to a Legendrian link ΛC ⊂ S(T∗Tn) =
Sn−1 × Tn in the unit cotangent bundle of the torus. Fix an orientation of Rn . Then if the legs
of the tropical 1-cycle are oriented via the outward-pointing tangent vectors, the conormals
and hence components of ΛC inherit canonical orientations, cf. Figure 7. The (mixed-sign)
balancing condition implies there are weights ±1 on the components of ΛC with respect to
which the link bounds homologically in (C∗)n .
Corollary 5.22 The oriented Legendrian link ΛC admits a graded exact Lagrangian filling
only if there is a tropical curve which agrees with ΓC near infinity.
In the simple situation of Figure 7, one can exclude exact fillings of the link on the right for
elementary reasons (the self-intersection of the homology class obtained from adding Morse-
Bott handles to the Legendrian link), but such obstructions disappear on taking product with
T∗S1 . It would be interesting to compare the balancing condition for the tropical curve C with
existence of an augmentation of the Legendrian contact homology algebra of the link ΛC .
6 Rational equivalence
This section outlines a relationship between cylindrical Lagrangian cobordism in X(B) and
rational equivalence of cycles in the mirror Y(B). Whilst these results provide motivation and
context for our main results, they are not required for the proofs, so our treatment will be
somewhat less detailed than in earlier sections.
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Figure 7: A 3-component Legendrian link in ST∗(T2) which bounds an embedded exact surface in (C∗)2
(left) and one which bounds only an immersed exact surface (right).
6.1 K-theory of the Fukaya category
Recall that the Grothendieck group of a triangulated category is the free abelian group gener-
ated by its objects, modulo relations [C] = [B] − [A] whenever C ∼= Cone(A → B). If A is a
triangulated A∞ category then H0(A) is a triangulated category (see [Sei08, Chapter 3]), so
we can define
K(A) := K
(
H0(A)
)
.
Given an A∞ category A, there are various natural formal enlargements of it which are trian-
gulated (cf. [Sei14, Section 1] and [Seib, Lecture 7]):
Atw ⊂ Aperf ⊂ Amod ⊃ Aprop.
The ‘smallest’ is the category of twisted complexes Atw , after which we have its split closure
Aperf . These both sit inside the category Amod of left A∞ A-modules. Also sitting inside
Amod we have the subcategory Aprop of proper A-modules, i.e., those with finite-dimensional
cohomology for each object. The inclusion functors between these categories induce maps
between the corresponding Grothendieck groups
K
(
Atw
)
↪→ K (Aperf )→ K (Amod)← K (Aprop) .
We note that the leftmost arrow is an injection by [Tho97, Corollary 2.3].
If A is itself proper (i.e., all its hom-spaces have finite-dimensional cohomology) then Aperf ⊂
Aprop . If A is smooth (i.e., the diagonal bimodule is perfect) then Aprop ⊂ Aperf . In particular,
if A is saturated (i.e., both proper and smooth) then Aprop = Aperf .
Now let (X, ω) be a closed symplectic manifold equipped with an ∞-fold Maslov cover. The
Fukaya category F(X) is a Z-graded A∞ category linear over the Novikov field, whose objects
are unobstructed Lagrangian branes. It is proper (since two Lagrangian submanifolds generi-
cally intersect in a finite number of points), and in good situations it is expected that F(X)perf
should furthermore be smooth. For example, if X admits a homological mirror Y which is
smooth and proper, then F(X)perf ' D(Y) is smooth and proper (here ‘D(Y) ’ denotes a dg en-
hancement for the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on Y ). In this case we have
associated Grothendieck groups
K
(
F(X)tw
) ⊂ K (F(X)perf ) = K (F(X)prop) .
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6.2 K-theory relations from planar cobordisms
Combining Seidel’s approach to defining Floer cohomology for unobstructed Lagrangian branes
[Sei14] with any of the approaches to defining “partially wrapped” Fukaya categories [BC13,
Syl, Seia], one can define a Fukaya A∞ category whose objects are unobstructed planar La-
grangian brane cobordisms.
Specifically, in the language of [Syl], if we view C as compactified by an ideal boundary to
a disc, the boundary carries two stops, which we think of as living at ±i∞; for cylindrical
cobordisms, compactified to an annulus, each boundary component carries a single stop. The
generators of the Floer cochain complex CF∗(V,V ′) are intersection points between φε(V) and
V ′ , where the flow φε wraps V towards the stops at the boundary (but not past them), and
is chosen so as to shift all arguments / heights of V past those of V ′ , in particular removing
intersections near infinity. In the case that V ′ = K is closed, the resulting Floer homology
HF∗(V,K) coincides with that defined in Lemma 5.7, and is independent of conventions for
wrapping at infinity.
Biran and Cornea have proved that planar Lagrangian brane cobordisms induce relations be-
tween their ends in the Grothendieck group of the Fukaya category. In particular,
Theorem 6.1 (Biran-Cornea) There is a surjective homomorphism
Cobunob(X/C)→ K (F(X)tw) , sending
[L] 7→ [L].
Strictly, [BC14] proves this result for ungraded monotone cobordisms of monotone Lagrangians,
but the underlying geometric arguments should apply with minor modifications to the present
case.
In fact, Biran and Cornea prove something stronger than Theorem 6.1. Observing that any
positive end in a planar cobordism can be ‘turned around’ into a negative end, they restrict
their attention to cobordisms with a single positive end L+ and negative ends L−1 , . . . ,L
−
n .
They prove that such a cobordism induces an iterated cone decomposition
L+ ∼= L−1 →
(
L−2 →
(
L−3 → . . .
))
in F(X)tw [BC14, Theorem A].
This has the following nice corollary for Lagrangian Floer cohomology groups: for any La-
grangian brane K ⊂ X , there is a complex computing HF∗(K,L+) which has chain group
⊕jCF∗(K,L−j ) with a lower-triangular differential (i.e., one which only has components map-
ping CF∗(K,L−i ) → CF∗(K,L−j ) for i ≤ j, where the labels j of the negative ends L−j increase
in the direction of the Reeb flow). We feel it may be useful to the reader to see a sketch
proof of this corollary (following [BC13, Theorem 2.2.1]), since it will help to understand the
difference between planar and cylindrical cobordism.
One considers Lagrangian submanifolds Kγ := γ × K ⊂ C × X where γ ⊂ C is a path.
One chooses Hamiltonian-isotopic paths γ, γ′ as in Figure 8, so that there is an isomorphism
HF∗(Kγ ,V) ∼= HF∗(Kγ′ ,V) by the Hamiltonian isotopy invariance of Floer cohomology. One
then observes that there is an isomorphism of chain complexes CF∗(Kγ′ ,V) ∼= CF∗(K,L+): all
intersection points between Kγ′ and V lie in a single fibre of the projection C × X → C, and
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all holomorphic strips must lie in the same fibre by the open mapping theorem applied to the
projection of the strips to C. There is a similar isomorphism of vector spaces CF∗(Kγ ,V) ∼=
⊕jCF∗(K,L−j ), but the differential need no longer count holomorphic strips inside a single
fibre: nevertheless one can prove that it is lower-triangular, by considering the projections of
the holomorphic strips to C as in the proof of Proposition 5.11. For example, the holomorphic
strips contributing to the component of the differential mapping CF∗(Kγ ,L−1 ) → CF∗(Kγ ,L−2 )
will project to the unique compact region bounded by γ and the projection of V in Figure 8.
L−1
L−2
L+
CF∗(Kγ′ ,L+)
CF∗(Kγ ,L−1 ) Kγ
Kγ′
Vφt φt
Figure 8: Consequences of the cone decomposition for Lagrangian Floer cohomology.
6.3 K-theory relations from cylindrical cobordisms
For cylindrical Lagrangian cobordisms the situation is slightly different. For example the ar-
guments sketched in the previous section do not apply, due to the existence of additional
intersections between Kγ and V (see Figure 9). Nevertheless we can show that cylindrical
cobordisms induce relations between their ends in the Grothendieck group of F(X)prop , and in
particular we have:
Kγ′
Kγ
V
Figure 9: Extra intersection points between Kγ and V .
Proposition 6.2 There is a well-defined map
Cobunob(X/C∗)→ K (F(X)prop) , sending
[L] 7→ [Y(L)]
where Y denotes the Yoneda embedding.
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δ
τ0,0
τm,0
τm,-n
0,1
-
δ-1,0+
Figure 10: Objects of Wσ(C∗), illustrated in the universal cover. Stops are illustrated with solid dots,
and the direction of the Reeb flow on the boundary components is illustrated with an arrow. The
pullback of the projection of V is contained in the shaded region together with the ‘legs’ corresponding
to cylindrical ends. The pullbacks of the objects δ±i,i+1 and τi,j of Wσ(C∗) are illustrated in red.
The proof will make use of the formalism of partially wrapped Fukaya categories as developed
by Sylvan [Syl] (see also [Seia]). Namely, we introduce ‘stops’ on the ideal boundary of C∗ , one
between each pair of successive ends of the cobordism V . Let σ denote this collection of stops,
and Wσ(C∗) the corresponding partially wrapped Fukaya category. Similarly, let Wσ×X(C∗×X)
denote the partially wrapped Fukaya category of C∗ × X , of which V is an object by design.
We will start by considering Wσ(C∗). If V has m negative and n positive ends, then the stops
σ break the two ideal boundary components of the cylinder into regions labelled by the finite
cyclic groups µm and µn respectively, with the labelling increasing in the direction of the Reeb
flow on both boundary components. Thus the stops break the two ideal boundary components
of the universal cover of the cylinder into regions labelled by Z, and the generator of the
covering group adds m to the label of boundary components at negative infinity and subtracts
n from the label of boundary components at positive infinity.
We consider objects δ−i,j which are the projections of paths from the ith to the jth negative
boundary component of the universal cover (so δ−i+m,j+m = δ
−
i,j ), and similarly δ
+
i,j .
Lemma 6.3 We have
(18)
m∑
i=1
[
δ−i−1,i
]
=
n∑
i=1
[
δ+i−1,i
]
in K(Wσ(C∗)).
Proof We introduce objects τi,j of Wσ(C∗) which are the projections of paths from the ith
negative to the jth positive boundary component of the universal cover of the cylinder. We
observe that τi+m,j = τi,j+n . There are quasi-isomorphisms(
τi,j → δ−i,k
) ∼= τk,j and (τi,j → δ+j,k) ∼= τi,k
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in Wσ(C∗), which lead to relations[
τi,j
]
+
[
δ−i,k
]
=
[
τk,j
]
and
[
τi,j
]
+
[
δ+j,k
]
=
[
τi,k
]
in the Grothendieck group. It follows that
m∑
i=1
[
δ−i−1,i
]
=
[
τm,0
]− [τ0,0]
=
[
τm,0
]− [τm,−n]
=
n∑
i=1
[
δ+i−1,i
]
as required (see Figure 10).
We now observe that there is a Ku¨nneth embedding
Wσ(C∗)⊗ F(X)→Wσ×X(C∗ × X)
by adapting [Amo14, Amo17] or [Gan, Section 9] to the partially wrapped setting. This has
consequences for the Grothendieck group, by the following purely algebraic lemma:
Lemma 6.4 Let A,B and C be cohomologically unital A∞ categories, and
F : A⊗B→ C
an A∞ bifunctor (cf. [She, Section 5.2]). Then there is an induced map
K(A)⊗ K(C)→ K(Bmod), sending
[A]⊗ [C] 7→ hom∗(F(A⊗ (−)),C).
If C is proper, then the map lands in K(Bprop).
Proof By a straightforward manipulation with A∞ multifunctors, the map on objects can be
enhanced to an A∞ bifunctor A⊗ C→ Bmod . It follows that the map on objects descends to a
map on K , using the fact that any A∞ functor is triangulated.
In particular, the Ku¨nneth embedding induces a map
(19) K
(
Wσ(C∗)
)⊗ K (Wσ×X(C∗ × X))→ K (F(X)prop) .
Lemma 6.5 The map (19) sends
(20)
[
δ±i−1,i
]
⊗ [V] 7→ [Y(L±i )] .
Proof Use the open mapping theorem to show that all relevant holomorphic discs must project
to the unique intersection point of δ±i−1,i with the projection of V , and in particular are con-
tained inside a single fibre (compare Figure 10).
We can now assemble the pieces:
Proof of Proposition 6.2 Tensoring (18) with [V], we obtain
m∑
i=1
[
δ−i−1,i
]
⊗ [V] =
n∑
i=1
[
δ+i−1,i
]
⊗ [V]
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in K (Wσ(C∗))⊗ K
(
Wσ×X(C∗ × X)
)
. Applying (19) and using Lemma 6.5, we obtain
m∑
i=1
[
Y(L−i )
]
=
n∑
i=1
[
Y(L+i )
]
in K(F(X)prop). This completes the proof.
Corollary 6.6 If F(X)perf is homologically smooth (for example if X admits a homological
mirror), then we have a surjective homomorphism
Cobunob(X/C∗)→ K (F(X)tw) , sending
[L] 7→ [L].
Proof This is immediate from the combination of Proposition 6.2 with the fact that the map
K
(
F(X)tw
)→ K (F(X)prop) = K (F(X)perf )
[L] 7→ [Y(L)]
is injective when F(X)perf is smooth.
Remark 6.7 The difference between planar and cylindrical cobordism is particularly stark for
cobordisms with one positive and one negative end, L+ and L− . Biran and Cornea’s results
show that such a planar cobordism induces a quasi-isomorphism L+ ∼= L− in F(X); whereas
the best we can hope for from a cylindrical cobordism is an equality [L+] = [L−] in K(F(X)tw).
6.4 Compactification of the mirror support
Let V ⊂ C∗×X(B) be an unobstructed Lagrangian brane cobordism. In Section 5.5 we showed
that V defines an analytic subspace EV ⊂ Gm × Y(B).
Proposition 6.8 EV compactifies to define an analytic subspace of (P1)an × Y(B).
Proof Recall that a point yˆ ∈ Gm × Y(B) defines a brane Fyˆ supported on a Lagrangian torus
fibre Fbˆ ⊂ C∗×X(B), and EV is defined as the locus of points yˆ for which the Floer cohomology
HF∗(Fyˆ,V) 6= 0. This locus is analytic because the coefficients of the Floer differential are
analytic over sufficiently small polytope subdomains Pˆ ⊂ R× B by the Fukaya trick.
In order to show that the locus compactifies over ∞ ∈ (P1)an , we must show that the coeffi-
cients of the Floer differential are analytic over polytope subdomains Pˆ = [R,∞)× P ⊂ R× B
where the polytopes P ⊂ B should cover B and are allowed to be arbitrarily small. The algebra
of functions over such an unbounded domain is
OPˆ :=
 ∑
a:an+1≥0
fa · za : val(fa) + a · pˆ→∞ as ‖a‖ → ∞ for all pˆ ∈ Pˆ

(see [Rab12, Section 6] – in general the only powers a which are allowed to appear are those
such that −a·pˆ is bounded on the region Pˆ, which for Pˆ = [R,∞)×P is equivalent to an+1 ≥ 0).
So we must show that the coefficients of the Floer differential can be made to lie in such an
algebra of functions, for torus fibres Fyˆ sufficiently far out in the positive R direction.
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We can choose R  0 such that the cobordism V is cylindrical over the region r ≥ R − 1.
We saw in the proof of Proposition 5.11 that for torus fibres over this region, only positive
powers of the variable qn+1 corresponding to the monodromy around the factor S1r of Fyˆ can
appear. Therefore the only powers za that can appear in the Floer differential have an+1 ≥ 0
as required.
It remains to check convergence of the Floer differential. We can do this by the Fukaya trick:
the fact that the cobordism is cylindrical at infinity allows us to make the Fukaya trick work
over the larger subdomain.
Explicitly, we take a family of diffeomorphisms φt : C∗ → C∗ for t ≥ 0, having the form
φt(r, θ) = (ψt(r), θ) where ψt(r) is equal to the identity for r ≤ R − 1 and ψt(R) = R + t . In
particular we note that φt takes S1R to S
1
R+t . It is clear that if JC∗ is the standard complex
structure on C∗ , and ωC∗ = dr ∧ dθ the standard symplectic form, then (φt)∗JC∗ tames ωC∗ for
any t . Therefore if JX is an ωX -tame almost-complex structure, then Jt = (φt× id)∗(JC∗ ⊕ JX) is
a family of (ωC∗ ⊕ ωX)-tame almost complex structures.
We can therefore define the differential in CF∗(S1R+t×Fb,V) to count Jt -holomorphic strips. As
in the usual Fukaya trick, these strips can be identified for different values of t ≥ 0, but they are
counted with different weights. Combining with the Fukaya trick in the direction of the base B,
it follows that the coefficients of the Floer differential are convergent over [R,∞)× P ⊂ R× B
for sufficiently small P. It follows that EV compactifies over ∞ ∈ (P1)an ; the argument over
0 ∈ (P1)an is identical.
Remark 6.9 The fibre of the compactification of EV over 0 ∈ (P1)an is the locus of points
(0, y) ∈ (P1)an × Y(B) such that HF∗(Fy,L−i ) 6= 0 for some negative end L−i of V (as is clear
from the proof of Proposition 5.11). Thus it is the union of the mirror supports of the negative
ends of V . Similarly, the fibre over ∞ is the union of the mirror supports of the positive ends
of V .
Let Y be an algebraic variety. A 0-cycle Υ on Y is a finite formal linear combination of closed
points
∑
ni[pi] with pi ∈ Y and ni ∈ Z. Let Z0(Y) denote the free abelian group on the closed
reduced points of Y , whose elements are then by definition the 0-cycles.
A zero-dimensional subscheme Z ⊂ Y has an associated 0-cycle [Z] = ∑mi[Zi] where the {Zi}
are the reduced irreducible components of Z and the mi their multiplicities.
Definition 6.10 A 0-cycle Υ on Y is rationally equivalent to zero if there are one-dimensional
irreducible subvarieties E1, . . . ,Et in P1 × Y , dominant over P1 , for which
(21) Υ =
t∑
j=1
[Ei(0)]− [Ei(∞)]
where Ei(p) is the scheme-theoretic fibre over p ∈ P1 of the induced map Ei → P1 . Two cycles
Υ and Υ′ are rationally equivalent if Υ − Υ′ is rationally equivalent to zero. The quotient of
Z0(Y) by this equivalence relation is the Chow group of 0-cycles CH0(Y).8
8The definition generalises straightforwardly to higher dimensional cycles (finite formal linear com-
binations of k -dimensional irreducible subvarieties of Y , modulo relations coming from (k + 1)-
dimensional subvarieties of P1 × Y dominant over P1 ), leading to groups CHk(Y).
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Rational equivalence is not usually discussed for analytic varieties that are not algebraic; for
instance, there are complex non-projective surfaces which contain no curves but have line
bundles, so the relation between the Picard group and divisors breaks down. Nonetheless,
the definition makes sense on a rigid analytic space Y : an analytic subspace has well-defined
irreducible components with integer multiplicities [Con99], and one can consider formal finite
linear combinations of points modulo the equivalence relation generated by (21). If Y is proper
and is the analytification of an algebraic variety Yalg , then the rigid analytic GAGA principle
shows that any analytic curve in (P1)an × Y lifts to an algebraic curve in P1 × Yalg , recovering
the previous definition.
Corollary 6.11 Let V ⊂ C∗ × X(B) be an unobstructed cobordism with multiplicity one ends
L− =
{
Fy−1 , . . . ,Fy−n
}
and L+ =
{
Fy+1 , . . . ,Fy+n
}
.
Then the effective, reduced 0-cycles
∑n
j=1[y
−
j ] and
∑n
j=1[y
+
j ] on Y(B) are rationally equivalent.
Proof In the situation of Proposition 6.8, we have an analytic curve given by the union of those
one-dimensional irreducible components of EV ⊂ (P1)an × Y(B) which contain the ends (i.e.
whose tropicalizations map to a neighbourhood of infinity in R× B). Since V has multiplicity
one ends, this curve intersects the fibre over 0 ∈ (P1)an in the points y−j and the fibre over
∞ ∈ (P1)an in the points y+j by the proof of Proposition 5.11. The result follows.
Remark 6.12 If V has ends of higher multiplicity, it is still true that the intersection of EV
with the fibre over 0/∞ is the union of points y−j /y+j with multiplicities (cf. Remark 6.9).
However these may be isolated points of EV , in which case we can draw no conclusion about
rational equivalence. We are only able to show that they are transverse intersections of a
one-dimensional component of EV with the fibre over 0/∞ if the ends have multiplicity one.
6.5 Cobordism versus rational equivalence
We say that a symplectic manifold (X, ω) is homologically mirror to a rigid analytic space Y
over the Novikov field Λ if there is an A∞ -quasi-equivalence
F(X, ω)perf ' D(Y)
(recall the RHS denotes a dg-enhancement of the derived category). Such an equivalence
manifestly yields an isomorphism of Grothendieck groups of the corresponding categories. The
Grothendieck group of the derived category of Y is isomorphic to K(Y), the algebraic K-theory
of Y , so combining with Proposition 6.2 we obtain
(22) Cobunob(X/C∗)→ K(F(X)perf ) ∼= K(Y).
It is tempting to wonder when this map might be an isomorphism.
One expects that Cobunobfib (X(B)) should correspond to the subgroup of K(Y(B)) generated by
skyscraper sheaves of points. The latter is isomorphic to CH0(Y(B)) via the map
CH0(Y(B))→ K (Y(B)) sending(23)
[y] 7→ [Oy].
This is consistent with Corollary 6.11, which suggests a more direct method of comparing
Cobunobfib with CH0 .
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Remark 6.13 Note that the map from CH0(Y) → K(Y) does not extend to a map CH∗(Y) →
K(Y). Rather, there is a filtration of the Grothendieck group K(Y) – the “topological filtration”
– by setting FjK(Y) to be generated by coherent sheaves whose support has dimension ≤ j. We
consider the association
(24) κY : V 7→ [OV ]
for a reduced subvariety V ⊂ Y . This map is not additive as a map to K(D(Y)), since [OV∪W] 6=
[OV ] + [OW] unless V and W are disjoint. However, the discrepancy between these arises from
V ∩W , which is of lower dimension if V and W don’t share any irreducible component. It is
known that the map κY extends to a natural well-defined graded homomorphism from CH∗(Y)
to the associated graded of the topological filtration, cf. [Ful98, Example 15.1.5].
As further evidence that Cobunob(X/C∗) is mirror to K(Y), rather than CH∗(Y), we offer the
following:
Example 6.14 Consider the tropical affine two-torus constructed in Lemma 3.15, which con-
tains a mixed sign tropical curve but no tropical curve. Since Y(B) does not contain any analytic
divisor (curve), if two elements of K(Y(B)) define the same class in gr4 K(Y(B)) then they differ
by an element supported in dimension 0, and hence have the same first Chern class. Since the
image of the map CH4(Y(B)) → gr4 K(Y(B)) is spanned by [OY(B)], this means all elements of
the image have vanishing first Chern class. On the other hand the mixed sign curve defines a
non-trivial class in H1(B;T∗ZB) which lifts to a class 0 6= η ∈ H1(B; Aff). There is an injection
H1(B; Aff)→ H1(Y(B);O∗)
to the Picard group of the two-dimensional analytic space Y(B), so Y(B) has an analytic
line bundle Eη with non-trivial first Chern class, which cannot lie in the image of the map
CH4(Y(B)) → gr4 K(Y(B)). The line bundle Eη is mirror to a Lagrangian section Lη of X(B),
so the classes [Eη] ∈ K(Y(B)) and [Lη] ∈ Cobunob(X(B)) should correspond under the conjec-
tural isomorphism (22). This gives further evidence that the correct mirror to Cobunob(X(B)) is
K(Y(B)) rather than CH∗(Y(B)), since the latter does not ‘see’ [Lη].
6.6 The mirror to cobordism
Let V be an unobstructed cylindrical Lagrangian cobordism with m negative and n positive
ends; we have seen that it naturally defines an object of Wσ×X(C∗ × X) where σ consists
of a collection of m stops on the negative ideal boundary and n stops on the positive ideal
boundary of the cylinder. We observe that Wσ(C∗) is mirror to the weighted projective line
P1m,n (cf. [LP]), so we expect a mirror equivalence
Wσ×X(C∗ × X) ' D
(
P1m,n × Y
)
(we remark that in any case where one can prove homological mirror symmetry for X and Y
via family Floer theory [Abo14, Abo17, Abo], one can hope to prove this extension using the
observations of Section 6.4).
We consider the obvious morphisms of stacks
(25) pt→ pt/µm → P1m,n ← pt/µn ← pt.
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After taking the product with Y , these induce pullback functors
D(Y)← D(Y/µm)← D(Y × P1m,n)→ D(Y/µn)→ D(Y).
We note that since the action of µm on Y is trivial,
D(Y/µm) ' D(Y)⊗D(pt/µm) ' D(Y)⊕m,
since the group ring Λ[µ∗m] ' Λ⊕m is semi-simple, and the functor D(Y/µm) → D(Y) simply
takes the direct sum of the m objects. The projections to the m copies of D(Y) are mirror to the
restriction functors to the Lagrangians on the m negative ends of our cobordism, and similarly
for the positive ends.
These considerations suggest the following group K′(Y) as the mirror to Cobunob(X/C∗). Let
∼ denote the equivalence relation on objects of D(Y) generated by (isomorphism of objects
together with)
i∗0E ∼ i∗∞E for any object E of D(Y × P1m,n),
where i0, i∞ : Y → Y × P1m,n are products of Y with the two morphisms pt → P1m,n from (25).
The quotient of the set of objects of D(Y) by the equivalence relation ∼ is an abelian group
K′(Y), with the group operation given by direct sum. Note that both K′(Y) and K(Y) are abelian
groups with the same generators (complexes of coherent sheaves).
Lemma 6.15 There is a natural isomorphism
K′(Y) ∼−→ K(Y), sending
[E] 7→ [E].
Proof Since Y is smooth and P1m,n is smooth as an orbifold, so has the ‘resolution property’
[Tot04], we may restrict our attention to generators which are complexes of locally free coher-
ent sheaves. Our first task is to check that the map is well-defined: so for any E ∈ K(Y × P1m,n)
we have i∗0E = i
∗∞E in K(Y). To do this we use the fact that the map
K(Y)⊗Z K(P1m,n)→ K(Y × P1m,n)
F ⊗ G 7→ pr∗YF ⊗ pr∗P1m,nG
is surjective (in fact an isomorphism), and
i∗z
(
pr∗YF ⊗ pr∗P1m,nG
) ∼= F ⊗ Gz
for any inclusion iz : Y ↪→ Y × P1m,n of the fibre over z. Since we assumed G to be a complex of
locally free sheaves, the class of the fibre Gz in the Grothendieck group of the category of chain
complexes of vector spaces is independent of z: this yields the desired result, by plugging in
z = 0,∞.
It is immediate from the definition that the map is surjective, so it remains to check that it is
injective. To do this we use the fact that the equivalence relation on the Grothendieck group is
generated by Cone(E
f−→ F) ∼ Cone(E 0−→ F) ∼= E[1]⊕ F . We observe that the object
Cone
(
pr∗YE
f⊗z−−→ pr∗YF ⊗ pr∗P1m,nO(1)
)
pulls back to an object isomorphic to Cone(E
f−→ F) on any fibre over z ∈ P1m,n \ {0}, and to an
object isomorphic to Cone(E 0−→ F) over z = 0.
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Lemma 6.15 suggests that the natural mirror to Cobunob(X/C∗) is K(Y), and that the map
Cobunob(X/C∗)→ K(F(X)perf ) might be an isomorphism when the mirror to X is algebraic.
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